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S.B. Black Culture
Foundation Forgets
Black History

T

Walters Dies
Suddenly
Many people are in shock
hearing of the death Dr. Moses
W. Walters, a well kown educator and church leader. Walters died from liver cancer only
two days after he was diagnosed with the disease.
Dr. Moses William Walters,
Jr. was born on September 17,
1949 and departed this life on
January 14, 1994. He was the
son of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Moses W. Walters Sr. Moses
was a native of Albany GA.,
and spent his early years in
Harrisburg PA., where he
attended Elementary and
Junior High School, and ran
with the cross country track
team.
Following completion of
High School, he anended San
Bernardino Valley College.
Upon his completion there he
attended California Polytechnic University of Pomona and
University of California, Los
Angeles (UCLA) and subsequently received his Masters
and Ph.D., degrees. He taught
Biology and served as Associate Director of the Equal
Opportunity Program at Cal
Poly, Pomona for 20 years.
He was married to Linda
Jiggetts and from this union
was born two girls, Sommer
and Rayna.
He was a faithful member of
St. Paul A.M.E. Church and
was appointed Lay Worship
Leader by his former Pastor,
Rev. William. M. Jacks, and
served in this capacity for 12
years. He was Chairperson,
Budget Committee; Instructor,
New Membership Class; Parlimentarian, Scholarship Committee, and was a Delegate to
the General Conference of the
A.M.E. Church on several
occasions. He also served on
the Steward Board of St. Paul
A.M.E. His Lay activities
included: Local Lay President,
Chairperson of the Legislative
Committee, Member of the
Speakers' Bureau, and Third
Vice-President of the Southern
California Lay Organization.
Left to cherish his memory
are his two daughters, Sommer
and Rayna of Fontana, CA;
four brothers, John Willis of
Los Angeles, CA, Rev. Joseph
L. Willis. of San Antonio, TX,
Wesley Willis of Detroit, MI,
and Derrick A. Walters of Concord, CA; two sisters, Ida Peeler of Charlotte, NC, and
LaVoise Walters of San
Bernardino, CA:
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Maruko - Radisson built by Black man Is center of controversy In San Bernardino.

The English Hotel:
What Went Wrong?
Story reprinted from Thursday,
July 9, 1987 edition ofBlack
Voice News

The original builder of the
Hotel, English Enterprises, purchased the land from the RDA
and planned to build the Hotel
without Agency assistance.
Subsequently, loans were made
for $115,000 and for $385,000
to assist in securing pennanent
financing. Another loan of
$500,000 was made to facilitate
renovation of the Convention
Center. A long-term assistance
agreement was developed to
reimburse English Enterprises
for as much as $3 million in
expenses and carrying costs for
certain off-site construction.
Mr. English also requested
an additional $4.5 million in
April of 1985. While a 45 million package was offered, it
was not acceptable to Mr.

bank. It is interesting to note
Bank of America did not have
triple A rating.
'"The finan ing was solid"
he verdict is still out
says, Albert Casey, union negoon the Japanese buy
tiator. "$18,575,000 was guarout of the "English
anteed by the Development
Hotel" which went
Foundation of Southern Calibankrupt because developer
fornia (the Union Super Trust
Herman English was unable to
Fund) and $500,000 was guarraise the $5 million necessary
anteed by the Carpenter's Pento furnish the first class hotel.
sion Trust, for upgrades to the
The project is said to be the
Convention Center. These
largest hotel, to be developed,
loans took over after the conby a Black man in the United
struction was completed.
States.
By April of 1985 the Hotel
Outside observers said the
was nearly finished. Bank of
project could never be com-, •
America had provided the conpleted, others said if English
struction financing but the size
was able to furnish the hotel, he
of the construction loan had
would have a real problem with
grown beyond the size of the
occupancy. All this was to dispermanent loan commitment
courage him in developThe Bank was due
ing, with his own
$20.5 million and $4
resources, the hotel the
million was still necT
essary to open the
city so badly needs to
revitalize downtown San
Hotel Ramada Inn,
the largest hotel, to be
Bernardino.
the original franchisThe following
er, required English
account is from a report developed, by a Black man to staff the hotel
from the Redevelopment
before it brought in
agency of San Bernardiany money. The
·
newly hired Fire
no, a spokesman for
Chief required
English has made, clarifying statements to set
English and the loan was fundchanges that English
ed.
Enterprises
file for protection
the record straight.
under Chapter 11. The
spokesman's account is a little
BACKGROUND
RDA CHANGES THE
different
The spokesman said,
The English Hotel is a busi- ·RULES
it
was
by
May
17, 1985 he
ness class hotel located on "E"
English was unavailable for
Street between Second and
comment, but a spokesman said owed $18.1 million. The $20
million was not due until
Third Streets. It is a structure
that the tenns were not acceptSeptember 1985.
with twelve stories above grade ed because the RDA changed
Bank of America eventually
and a basement The hotel
their position in mid-stream.
received the Hotel while the
totals 155,276 sq. ft. including
The RDA told him that he
City retained the Convention
237 guests rooms and 4,888 sq.
needed a guarantee for the $5
Center. The Agency's agreeft. or combined retail, restaumillion dollars requested. The
ments were in default and any
rant, and bar space.
news accounts bear this inforbuyer for the Hotel has to negoThe Convention Center is
mation. Mr. Robert Chamness,
tiate
new agreements. In early
connected to the hotel. It conrepresenting the Colonial Trust
1986 the Bank began marketing
tains 18,162 sq. ft of meeting
of Texas, was present at the
the Hotel.
and exhibition space. The main RDA meeting. As soon as
A group of investors has
meeting rooms which total
Chamness spoke offering the
now
madean offer to pur- .5,166 sq. ft.. A banquet of
guarantee, RDA asked that
chase which has been
1,250 persons can be accomEnglish Enterprises provide a
modated in the Center using the letter of credit from Bank of
Continued on Page A-4
kitchen facilities of the Hotel.
America or a triple A rated

T

he project is said to be

in the United States.

\

he San Bernardino
Black
Culture
Foundation will celebrate its 25th anniversary at the Maruko/Radisson
Hotel in San Bernardino.
Controversy surrounds the use
of the hotel by AfricanAmericans. The controversy
deals with how the original
developer, Herman English,
lost the hotel and his collateralized property, which included,
a family home worth over
$400,000.
The community was upset
because the city of San
Bernardino, (Mayor and Council) were not giving the assistance to the developer as they
had done with White developers who had come before them.
To add insult to injury, after the
bank sold the hotel to a foreign
firm the city gave them the
support. At every tum English
was thwarted by the same people. The firm was welcomed
and given assurances they
would not discriminate at the
hotel. Those assurances were
soon forgotten and AfricanAmericans hired ran into discrimination at every turn,
according to subsequent news
accounts. In April 1993, an
African-American social group
headed by James Gilespie was
thrown out of the hotel, they
say, because they attracted too
many Blacks. (The Sun, April

..."we are aware of
what happened to
the developer, but
we must move
beyond that. Look
at where to go. More
Blacks are employed
there than at the
Orange Show, the
Ramada Inn or the
Hilton. I'm not
saying it is right ... but
what can we do to
benefit us. . ."
2, 1993).
When the train derailed and
the gas pipeline exploded at
Duffy Street, the homes were
destroyed and residents were
issued vouchers for area hotels.
When Donna (Jazz) Atkins, a
Duffy Street victim, went to get
a room they told her there were
none: She had nowhere to go.
She walked over to a house
phone, said she was with the
Renaissance Faire, a local fair
depicting old England, and they
made the reservation over the
phone. She walked right back
to the front desk to claim the
room. According to Atkins, the
manager cursed at her when
she showed him the confirmation number. It was under this

Continued on Page A-4

Rio Vista School Site
Of Brewing Conflict
problem is brewing at
Rio Vista Elementary
School
in
San
Bernardino. Last week a teacher on staff and a former teacher
were relieved of their jobs
without pay, charged with erasing the children's answers on a
Standardized Test and making
the correct answers for the children in their 1st and 2nd grade
classes.
The teachers were told their
classrooms scored too high on
the tests given last spring and
there were eraser marks on
their tests. They scored higher
than the other teachers who are
not Black. The investigation
must have been ongoing
throughout the summer months
because when the students
returned some of them were retested on the second week of
school, without the knowledge
of the teachers, parents or students. A third teacher's students were also tested but she
was not dismissed. They represent 3 of the 4 Black teachers
who are on the staff in an predominately Black and Brown
community. All three are very
respected in the community
and in their church. They were
shocked at the accusation.
According to sources, the
tests each day were given by
proctors. They were the
resource teachers, Sharon
Sims, Debra Sanders and a representative from the district

A

j

Parent Felicia MarshallMorris was upset when she
heard that her child's teacher
had been dismissed. She is
insulted that the district retested her child. "Not only was she
retested but they did so without
my knowledge."
Teacher #1 said, "I am not
guilty of the charge. It is too
bad when poor Black and
Brown children do well they
are not given credit," she said.
There had been a killing near
the school on the week the test
was scheduled. She continued,
"I would not give my children
the test while they were still so
upset Some were traumatized
by the murder. I waited to test
them. The other teachers tested
their children." "I take a lot of
pride in my work. I buy extra
books, the district doesn't provide . I have to because the
reading program at the school
is difficult and children have a
difficult time with it. I break it
down and help them by using a
lot of outside material."
Teacher #1 said most Whites
don't believe our children can
learn. I don't believe in 'learning disability', it just takes
some people a little longer to
learn. I expect them to read and
got it out of my mind that they
couldn't. The books they (the
school) are using are not teaching them to read."

Continued on Page B-4
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GUEST EDITORIAL

Todays African-American Youth

PARENTS: AN ESSENTIAL PART OF
GOVERNMENT'S NEW DRUG STRATEGY
by Terry White
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BY JOE WILLIAMS ill

By now, most of us are tired of hearing about the deluge of illegal drugs that continues to flood our towns and cities year after
year. We are tired of hearing about the ever increasing violent
crime rates and how these are linked to drug use. We want our
children safe. We want our neighborhoods safe. And that means
most of us wish to blazes that somebody would work out something that actually seemed to work for a change.
It's been almost a decade since the government's billion-dollar
"war on drugs" was launched and children were urged to "Just Say
No." It's been a couple of decades since new-style drug education
programs were put into our schools-programs which, it turned
out, often increased drug experimentation amongst youngsters
rather than reducing it
And now, to top it all off, a University of Michigan survey has
found that the 12-year gradual decline in casual drug use has come
to an abrupt halt. College students and even eighth graders are
reporting higher rates of drug use in 1992 than they did in 1991.
As well, fewer eighth graders in 1992 perceived any area at risk in
using cocaine or crack.
Articles in the media have begun to declare the return of a
1900s-style drug culture. And heroin is becoming the new trendy
drug on college campuses-a cheaper, more concentrated form of
heroin that has already lead to a 34% increase in hospital emergency admissions for the drug last year. Among students, too young to
remember the strung-out junkies of the 70s, the drug has acquired
a romantic mystic and the usual shroud of drug advocate lies that
only "whimps" get addicted.
The good news on the horizon is that the Ointon administration
has just issued a new interim National Drug Control Strategy. This
is designed to shift the focus away from the easy part of the drug
problem, reducing casual and intermittent drug use, to the most
difficult aspect, reducing drug use and its consequences by hardcore drug users.
It calls for grassroots efforts to deal with the drug problem
(rather than top down Federal-to-local problems), it supports
efforts to reduce ready availability to guns which play a significant
role in drug-related violence, and it plans to put more money into
drug rehabilitation and education and prevention programs. As
well, it views alcohol abuse, especially underaged drinking, as part
of the drug problem.
In short, it is what many experts who work in the field of drug
education and rehabilitation have been urging for a long time now.
"This is the first government strategy in years which stands a
chance of really tackling the nation's problems with drugs," said
• Jobn D.uff. presiden.t, of Narcononlntemational, a.worl~ide network of drug education and rehabilitation centers whicl) have possibly the best record of drug-free results of any rehabilitation program.
Duff's organization, which uses drug rehabilitation methods
developed by American author and humanitarian, L. Ron Hubbard,
. has also run one of the most effective drug education programs in
schools and, based on this experience, he offers advice for parents
about drug-proofing their children.
"The new interim drug strategy places the emphasis on prevention and rehabilitation of the hard-core drug user," said Duff.
"Once, rehabilitation had something of a bad name because of
poor results. But now, especially where the Narconon program is
concerned, even the large majority of hard-core drug addicts can
be fully rehabilitated so they are able to live completely drug-free
lives."
But Duff says that parents can't afford to wait until the government's new drug strategy is fully implemented. Drug use has
become trendy again. The chances are that their children are going
to come into contact with drugs. Their friends are possibly using
them. More than ever, drugs are being promoted as the "cool"
thing to do.
Parents, however, can play an important part in the grassroots
Prevention strategy. "Why wait for the government or schools to
educate your children about the dangers of drugs?" Duff said. "At
Narconon, we have learned through years of running drug education programs that the best prevention comes from honest information about the real dangers of drug use." Duff said that children
need to understand that mind-altering drugs are actually only poi.sons which can make people feel better for a short time. But after
that, the person starts feeling worse than they did before they took
the drugs. And no matter what children may have been told, the
truth is that their mental abilities and their ability to be successful
and enjoy life goes rapidly down the toilet with drug use. Just
because it's trendy doesn't make it sensible.
One reason there are long-term harmful effects from drugs, even
marijuana, said Duff, is because drug residuals actually stay in the
system for many years. Drugs get trapped in the fatty tissue of the
• body, so after using a drug even casually for a short time, a person
• can start to feel worse all the time. This contributes to the urge to
continue taking drugs. People fmd they need them just to feel halfway okay. That's the real trap.
"As well," Duff points out, "children need to understand that we
live in a drug society. The fact that millions of people use alcohol,
tobacco, and a host of legally prescribed mind-altering drugs does
not make some drugs okay and other drugs "the devil incarnate."
Addiction to alcohol or tranquilizers can be just as devastating as
addiction to heroin or cocaine.
"The short-term high these poisons produce is loaded with long
term liabilities and is very second-rate when compared to the natural high one achieves through formulating goals and successfully
reaching them," said Duff. "If children can be taught this, either
through the government's new prevention strategies or by parents
themselves, then we have taken a major step forward toward a
drug~free society. And parents would not have to worry so much
about their children becoming part of the drug statistics that continue to fill the news." (For more information on Narconon's drug
rehabilitation and drug prevention programs call NARCONON
International at 1-800-468-6933

ear brothers and sisters, I am writing to
you to let you know
that there are some
adults who understand and
share your pain and confusion.
It is a complex world you have
inherited. Your generation has
been exposed to more negatives than any other generation
in recent history.
I have listened to the
rhetoric from the establishment, from adults and even
your parents. I have listened
and tried to understand their
concerns for your generation
and their own future. I have
tried to make sense out of their
analysis of the problems of
black youth. However, I
haven't been able to connect
with their message. They seem
to pride themselves on the fact
that somewhere, somehow, you
have gone wrong. I don't think
so.
I believe that they have
failed you rather than the other
way around. I listen to them
and swear that they are talking
about an enemy force rather
than you, our children. If there
is something wrong in your
lives, it was inherited from
grown-ups. You could not have
made such a mess of this world
in less than five or 10 years.
The adult world has abandoned
your needs as teenagers. They
have forced you into a cruel
and vicious system. A world
where every man and woman

D

looks out for themselves, only.
from our sorrow and pain.
A sort of dog eat dog type of
They make mega bucks selling
world. Yes, I do understand
the guns with which we kill
your frustration. But most of
each other. They make billions
all, I understand your anger and
selling us drugs to overcome
rage. I not only share that rage,
our rage and anger. They spend
but it has also been a part of
billions trying to low-life us,
my life. I hear and identify with
trying to make us feel bad
the rage in your rap music, in
about ourselves. The hati part
your hip-hop movement, in
of this whole situation is that
your messages painted on ghetmany older blacks fall into the
to walls. I read your anger as
trap. They start talking like the
you flash your - - - - - - - - - system. Many of
gang signals
the Black leaders
from your fist,
have started blamas you do driveing you for your
by shootings
soci~l and __ ~coand when you
nom1c cond1t10n.
use suicide as
Some of them
your only way
•
have grown to hate
out of this careIC 1lpS, Or O
you. It is sad to
less world. I get
ad~it, but it is a
the message
reality. They h~te
from
your
you because White
hairstyles, the
people have taught
clothes
you
them how to hate
wear, the way
you.
you cuss and
Brothers and
swear. I don't
sisters, many of
fa ult you when we pass each you never had a chance. I know
other on the streets, when I say it. I have lived next door to
hello and you don't speak. I you. You have told me stories
don't become embarrassed of how your parents beat you
when you use the "N" word in every day as a child, how stepfront of white people, or wear fathers molested vou. How vou
your pants half way down your
went to bed, hungry. How
behind. All I want is for us to White teachers hated you
unite and start talking again. I
because you had short hair, or
don't have to be your best thick lips, or old clothes, or
friend, but I definitely don't your butt was too big for their
want to be your enemy. For you "standards."
see, I know that our real eneSometimes, even Black
mies are racism and capitalism.
teachers frowned upon who
The system uses us against
you were. And the cops, your
each other. The system profits • music speaks to how you feel

How White
teachers hated
you because you
had short hair, or
h" k
Id
t
clothes, or your
butt was too b1"g
for their
"standards."

about them. They treat you like
they do because they believe
no one really cares.
You grew up with parents
who never told you they loved
you, ever. They never held you
in their arms. They never
explained life to you. And, they
get upset when you get pregnant at 14. They never have
time to spend with you on the
weekends, but they are surprised when they find a bag of
weed in your bedroom.
I love you, brothers and sisters. I also understand that you
are victims in a hostile and
inhuman environment. In many
instances, the deck was stacked
against you from the very day
you were born. However, I
have seen your tenacity for life.
I have witnessed the way you
overcome the odds. I know you
will move on to become doctors, lawyers, teachers, pilots
and world travellers. I also
know that those friends of
yours who have fallen, those
who have been killed or incarcerated will become the glue
that will be part of your foundation. It is in your present,
scattered world that you will
find vour future dreams. If the
adult world cannot help you
find yourself, help you build
your self-esteem, then you
have a right to tell them where
to go. After all, you have
enough problems without your
own people throwing stones
your way.

SyStemiC. $ispcifaties :Targeted
BYTHEPOLICYCOUNCIL
new pro-Rep blican
think tank The Policy
Council m t in the
nation's capital to ormulate
plans to address wh t they view
as the cumulative devastating
assault upon the vitality of the
African-American community
and its youth.

A

At a press briefing the members of the think tank Board of
Overseers discussed the future
role of the Policy Council, and
how they will develop alternatives to policies that have
adversely affected the economic and social well being of
African-Americans.
"There is a dire crises facing
African-Americans. It is a consequence of enslavement. It is a
living cancer, ignored by too
many, that feeds upon the economic vitality, and positive
aspirations. The dysfunctional
results negatively impacts our
youth, our family structure, and
our employment", commented
Bob Brown. corporate and
industry savant.
The Board of Overseers
comprises well known educators, lawyers, doctors, former
government officials, political
and civic leaders. They believe
there is inadequate public
awareness and discussion, of
the disparity of results, of government and corporate civil
right remedies. Especially
when the effectiveness of the
remedy, is quantified for the
entire protected class of beneficiaries. which comprises
African-Americans and others.
Dr. Gloria Toote, newly
elected Policy Council chairperson asserts that "the recalcitrant attitude of acpninistrators
and the public in general, to
acknowledge that more needs
be done to assure equal opportunity for African-Americans,

is the fear of reverse discrimination".
This fear said Toote, "is the
consequence of including white
women as a protected group for
civil right remedies. I do not
deny that they suffer from
employment and other forms of
discrimination, and that government must provide them a
legal means for redress, but
their inclusion along with the
new wave of immigrants to The
United States from South
America, and third world countries, has strained aggressive
amelioration of the unique, systemic racial bias, that is a
legacy of African-American
enslavement".
"If'' said Toote, "the color of
one's skin did not in and of
itself, create pervasive bias, the
results would be different. This
fact must be acknowledged and
remedies provided."
"A new focus must be given
to solving the economic and
educational crises facing
African-Americans", commented Elaine Jenkins. "We must be
vocal and assure civil rights
protection for all minorities,
while we assault the attitudes
that deny to African Americans
the benefits others enjoy."
The group is concerned that
government resources and
staffs are strained as the result
of budget cuts; the increase in
the number of African
Americans who live in poverty;
and the expansion of class protection under civil rights laws
to include White women, the
elderly. disabled and others.
They also believe that new
techniques are needed to
assault the despair that is evident in the African American
community. Bishop J.M. Smith
said that "the young do not
believe that their futures will be
brig'Ht. Black on black crime,

Black men incarcerated and
unemployed, and such issues,
have to be viewed as a result of
society's indifference. The
problem of survival within our
communities is real and
African-Americans have got to
provide solutions."
The members of the Board
of Overseers indicated that they
are not in competition with
established civil rights organizations, and that they are prepared to be supportive of the on
going efforts of others.
Dr. Henry Lucas, the treasurer of The Policy Council, said
"we hope to provide solutions
to existing problems that are
not being addressed. The needs
of our people are so pervasive
that time does not allow
duplicative efforts."
Doris Jacobs, an attorney,
and secretary of The Policy
Council, is enthusiastic when
she discusses the role of The
Policy Council. She commented that "recent reports indicate
an erosion of the national priority to assure that African
Americans participate on an
level playing field for economic, educational, and housing
opportunities. The focus of this
organization is to change_that."
The Policy Council will hold

THE MAN THE PROSECUTORS CALL
THE WIZARD! 11
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solution-oriented public forums
and invite leaders of government, education, and the corporate world to commit their talents and influence to eradicate
inequities, they believe, too
many African -Americans are
Members of The Policy
Council Board of Overseers
are:
Dr. Gloria Toote (NY)
Chairperson; Lee H. Walker,
(IL) Vice Chair; Dr. Henry
Lucas, (CA) Treasurer; Doris F.
Jacobs, Esq., (MD) Secretary;
Robert J. Brown, (NC); Harold
A. Black, (TN); Dr. James E.
Cheek (DC); Rev. Maurice A.
Dawkins, (FL); James Denson,
(DC); W. Ronald Evans, ~DC);
H. Minton Francis, (DC);
Lionel Hampton, (NY); Elaine
B. Jenkins. (MD); Maria L.
Johnson, Esq. (DC); Casey
Mann, II, (DC); Eulis Moore,
(LA); Dr. Oscar J. Moore, Jr.,
(CA); Lyn Nofziger. (VA);
Richard D. Parsons, (NY); Dr.
C. Clayton Powell, (GA);
Portia Scott, (GA); Dr. Eddie
G. Smith, Jr.• (DC); Bishop J.
M. Smith, (SC); Larry D.
Thompson, Esq., (GA); Leroy
C. Tombs, Sr., (KS); Armstrong
Williams, (DC); and Julia B.
Williams, Esq., (DC).

CRIMINAL DEFENSE
JULIAN FOX
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Learning How To Help Yourself And Others
BY KIKI HAUFFEN & LUIS

ANDA

W

e are two students who are in
Mrs. Martin's
Peer Helper's
class at Lincoln High School in
Riverside. 'The class is about
helping yourself and others.
We learn skills about helping
yourself and others. We learn
skills about how to better communicate with each other. It's
a class that encourages you to
be open and aware about how
you feel. You can express your
opinion and ideas and be
responded to by your classmates.
Specific things we do when
we become Peer Helpers is getting into birthday groups and

do our worksheets and topics
together. 'This helps us sort out
problems and get to know what
every individual in our class is
all about. We learn about individual differences in how we
approach situations.
We also do scripts. Scripts
are acted out situations that are
played by two or more individuals in our class. They act out
the situations and handle it
their way. Then the teacher
calls upon each one of us to ask
how we think they handled the
situation - - good; not so good
and how we would have handled it. It's good to practice to
show what you have learned
and to have the teacher evaluate whether you have improved
your skills or not.
The skill that, so far, we

have been taught to be most
important is the attending skill.
The attending skill consists
of six important elements.
The first skill is posturing.
Posturing is how you are communicating physically or how
you're being perceived because
of your physical posture. For
example, if you are talking to a
person and they are slouching
or moping, they signal or communicate disinterest and an
unwillingness to pay attention.
The second skill is Moving.
This is the way of showing
interest or disinterest. For
example, if you move towards
a person it signals interest and
if you move away from the person it signals disinterest.
The third skill is holding.
Holding is an attending skill

The first skill is posturing.
Posturing is how you are
communicating physically or how,
you're be~ng perceived because of
your physical posture.
that can communicate a concern and intesify the depth of
the situation. The person can
feel cared about, therefore,
allowing the person an opportunity to open up. Holding
consist of touching and physical contact (such as a hug, pat
on the back, or holding a person's hand.
The fourth skill is nourishing. This is more about a per-

Tom Johnson To Speak At 29th Annual Press-Enterprise Lecture

T

he 29th Annual PressEnterprise Lecture, featuring CNN President
Tom Johnson, will be Monday,
February 14, at the University
of California, Riverside. The
lecture will be at 8:15 p.m. in
the University Theatre.
Admission is free.
Tom Johnson has been president of Cable News Network
since 1990. Johnson started in'
journalism in 1956 with The
Macon Telegraph and News.
From 1965 to 1971, bis career
turned to politics as he held
numerous positions, including
assistant White House press
secretary and executive assis-

tant to former President
Lyndon B. Johnson. In 1971,
Johnson was named executive
vice president of Texas
Broadcasting Corp. In 1973, he
joined The Dallas Times
Herald as editor and was
named publisher in 1975.
Johnson took the position of
president and chief operating
officer of the Los Angeles
Times in 1977 and was named
publisher and chief executii.ve
officer in 1980.

American Award in 1987.
Toe Press-Enterprise Lecture
began in 1966 in cooperation
with the University of
California, Riverside, to bring
to the campus each year "a person of achievement and prominence in the field of journalism." Previous lecturers have
included such outstanding journalists as Everette E. Dennis,
Katharine Graham, James
Reston, George Will, David
Broder, C.K. McClatchy,
Geneva Overholser and last
year, C. Shelby Coffey m.

Johnson was selected Cable
Executive of the Year by
ADWEEK magazine in 1991
and was presented with the
Horatio Alger Distinguished

daily newspaper and the eighth
largest
newspaper
in
California, with nearly a
halfmillion Sunday readers.
Geneva Overholser and last
year, C. Shelby Coffey m.
The Press-Enterprise is
Riverside County's largest
daily newspaper and the eighth
largest
newspaper
in
California, with nearly a
halfmillion Sunday readers.

The Press-Enterprise is
Riverside County's largest

Alfel!Mltive~eontrol 0f hotestt,rol
Dear Dr. Levister: I have
been using garlic to control my
cholesterol level. Does it
work? A garlic eater.
Dear Garlic Eater: For years
reports have indicated that garlic supplementation might
lower blood cholesterol levels.
As a result garlic powders and
tablets, which are equivalent to
about 1/2 to 1 clove of fresh
garlic, are consumed daily by
many people, particularly in
Europe.
Recently an analysis which
was published in the Annals of
Internal Medicine reviewed the
various published studies in
terms of its cholesterol lowering affect. The pooled data
from five studies indicate that
garlic reduced cholesterol levels by 23 mg/di, or about 9% in
the populations studied. Data
was not available on garlic's
effects on HDL (the good guys)
or LDL (the bad guys). Longterm effects are unknown and
may be less dramatic. To date
we do not have data on problems that increased amounts of
garlic intake can cause. It is a
natural product but many drugs
are natural products. .
Psyllium, a fiber product
that is used in laxatives such as
Metamucil, along with other
fiber products such as oat bran,
can lower cholesterol levels.
Psyllium led to small declines
in the bad cholesterol in individuals with high fat and low
fat intake. In addition, total
cholesterol fell by a smaller
proportion while the good cholesterol levels did not change
significantly.
However, reducing the
amount of dietary fat has twice
the impact of adding psyllium.
Psyllium and a reduction of fat
intake is a good combination.
Cheese was modified by ,
removing the animal fat and
replacing it with vegetable oil.
Consumption of this modified

OUR

I

BODIES

Dr. Ernest Levister
fat cheese led to an average
decrease of 11 mg/dl in total
and bad cholesterol levels
when compared with the standard skim milk cheese.. The
subjects who ate the modified
cheese finished the study with a
total cholesterol 16 mg/dl

-·-·ad~

senior center
counseling sttes:

HICAP

Helps senior citizens with:
• information on HMOs ··
• health insurance questions
• medical billing and more.

San BernarcDno: 5th St. Ctr.
RIYtrslde: Daiei Ctr.
Redlands: Joslyn ctr.

can 1·800-273-4227
for a FREE appointment

HICAP (Health Insurance caunse11n11 and AdYocacy Program! Is supported by

agrant frOm the Clllfornla lmuranc:e Fund, afllnd of the state of Clllfomll.
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to be held on

Saturday and Sunday
February 5th and 6th, 10:00 - 6:00 p.m. .
at

Santa Monica High School
601 Pico Boulevard, Santa Monica, CA
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TIit lalaad Eaplret .... ..
Established in January of 1972
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The Black Voice News is a weekly published on Thursday by Hardy Brown

and Associates, P.O. Box 1581, Riverside, California 92502. We may be
reached in Riverside at (909) 682-6070, 3585 Main Street, Suite 201, Riverside,
92501 and in San Bernardino at (9()1)) 889-0506, 1583 West Baseline, San

Bernardino, CA 92411.
The Black Voice News sells 50¢ per copy. Subscription rate is $32.33 per
year. Out of state subscription is $37 per year.
Adjudicated, a legal newspaper of general circulation on July 8, 1974 cue
number 108890 by the Superior Comt of Riverside County.
The objective of The Black Voice News is to communicate infonnation to all
members of the Inland Empire. .
,
Stories published in The Black Voice News do not necessarily reflect the
policies nor the opinions of the publishers. The Blaclc Voice News is audited by '
the Certification Verification Publications Service (CVPS). We have over
35,000 readers per weelc.
The Black Voice News is also a member of the West Coast Black Publishers
Association and the National Newspaper Publishers Association (NNPA). We
reserve the right to edit or rewrite all stories submitted for publication.

This event is presented
by the Black Students
Union of Santa Monica
High School and all proceeds will support their
scholarship fund. Please
support our efforts.
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Publishers .......................................................................Hardy & Cheryl Brown
Editor .............................................................................................Clteryl Brown
Assistant Editor .......................................................................Shawndi Johnson
Entertldnment Editor ................ ,.............................................Billy Johnson, Jr.
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Sports Edltor....................................................................................l..eland Stein
Dlstrlbutlon ...............................................,.....................Ricke1by Brown-Hinds
Wrlters .........................................................................Alicia Lee, Megan Carter
Photographers ......................................................SlUll Jllllles & Willie Bellmny
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lower than people who ate the
nonnal cheese. Levels of good
cholesterol did not decline and
actually rose slightly.
One must not lose sight of
the fact that the benefits of saturated fat reduction have been
proven by decades of decline in
heart attack rates. The merits
of adding garlic, psyllium or
modified cheese to the diet
remains unproven over the long
haul. Its use, though, is tantalizing and should be considered.
Dr. Levister welcomes reader mail concerning their body
but regrets that he is not able to
answer individual letters. Your
letters will be incorporated into
the column as space permits.
You may direct your letters to
Dr. Levister in care of Voice
News, P.O. Box 1581,
_Riverside, CA 92502.

son's character and how they
act when in need of being nourished. An example is if you
see a boy looking famished and
you feed him you are nourishing him. You are also. psychologically attending and helping
him at a time of desperate and
phsycological need.
The fifth skill is maintaining
eye contact. Eye contact indicates whether you are paying
attention to a person or not.
Eye contact lets the person
know you are aware of them.
The sixth skill is observing
and listening. This means
observing a person's action.
For example, if th~y are biting
their nails or are shaking, by

observing you know how the
person truly feels. They may
not say it but his actions give a
clearer impression. Listening
comes right along with observing. As an observer, you need
to listen to what the person is
saying without interrupting or _
distracting them so you can get
as much information as possible.
Peer Helper class has helped
us become more understanding
and more aware of people and
their experiences. During the
class, many sensitive subjects
come up and often some students become emotional. What
made us realize that everyone
in the class was growing in
consideration was that after an
especially emotional class, the
next day at school no one
found out about it or gossiped
about it. We had learned how
to keep some things confidential.

Advertisera should contact Che!yl Brown in Rlverslde (909) 682•6070 or In San ~dlno
(909) 889-0506.
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African Art Vendors, Craft Vendors, African Food
Vendors, and Bands are needed. Please call Louis
Fields (310) 641-4904.
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;Latest Disaster In A Series Hits Southern California
••
, T h e earthquake that
struck the · Los
•
Angeles area Monday
is the latest in a series
of expensive disasters that have
struck a state already beset by
the recession and budget
deficits.
"We've had all too muc,_
practice," Gov. Pete Wilson
said in a television interview
Monday morning.
Disasters that included
stonns, floods and fires caused
$1.3 billion in damages and
took 26 lives in 1993, according to the state Office of Emer-

gency Services. That was the
fifth most costly year since the
OES was created in 1950.
The record year was 1989,
when the Loma Prieta earthquake in San Francisco and
Santa Cruz caused $5.9 billion
in damage and killed 63 people. That quake measured 7 .1
on the Richter scale and
destroyed 1,018 homes and 366
businesses.
Toe Legislature responded
to the 1989 quake by imposing
a quarter-cent increase in the
statewide sales tax, which was
then 6 cents. The increase last-

ed 13 months, until Dec. 31,
1990, and raised $800 million
for quake related repairs and
expenses.
Since that 1989 quake, the
state has been hit by a major
recession that has caused state
budget deficits. The state ended
the 1991-92 and 1992-93 fiscal
years with $2.4 billion deficits
on $55 billion annual budgets.
The 1993 disasters began
with snow and rain storms,
mud and rock slides and flooding that hit 24 counties in January and caused $304 million
in damages that killed 22 peo-

pie.
Then in October, a series
of fires in Southern California
destroyed more than 1,000
homes, killed four people and
caused more than $1 billion in
damages.
Other 1993 emergencies
were declared for high sewage
levels in the Tijuana and New
rivers in San Diego and Imperial counties.
Earthquakes, riots and
floods caused $1.6 billion in
damages in 1992 and killed 62
people. The disasters included
the Los Angeles riots after the

81 ack Culture: From Front Page
backdrop, that calls have come to the Black Voice Office objecting to the Black Culture Foundation using the Maruko/ Radisson to celebrate 25 years of African-American culture.
Dell Roberts of Riverside said he was disappointed in the group because, "it seems we are regressing. People forget so soon," he said.
, Willie Qark President of the NAACP, said "I don't understand the committee's thinking. I would never hold an event down there. What
~' they (City) did to a Black man cannot be forgotten. I have attended functions there because I had to, but I_wouldn't hold an~n? there.'.'
Margaret Hill, Chair of the Black Culture Foundation said "we are using the Radisson because the City of San Bemardmo 1s a maJor
supporter of the group. We felt we get a lot of support from them so we feel a need to give that support back to the city." "When she was
asked about the controversy concerning the developer, she said "we are aware of what happened to the developer, but we must move
• beyond that Look at where to go. More Blacks are employed there than at the Orange Show, th~ R~~~a ~ or the..Hilt~n. I'~ not
saying it is right...but what can we do to benefit us. For five years the City has supported our org~zauon. 1:fill ~dd~d, Ra~1sson 1s sup. porting us. 1bey gave us $500 for the reception and free hotel rooms, we never had anyone else give us anything. Htll admitted she d~s
l not know if the Orange Show or Hilton were asked to provide anything free; but, the Hilton had given free rooms in the past " Secunty
' will also be free," Hill further commented.
Committee members were divided on the use of hotel. One unidentifjed member said, the attitude of the committee was they didn't
1
; ; care what people felt, they were getting a good deal. "If people don't want to come, it's too bad" they said. Hill said that attitude may be
, ' projected because ''the committee has been meeting since October and now that all the leg work is done, people are criticizing them. They
:: get upset at the last minute." "We had to weigh everything, convience for everyone is necessary." Last year the committee held the
: ,' reception and the pageant in two different places.
;~
Nonna Archie is very upset that the Foundation chose to celebrate 25 years at a place that has economically bankrupt a Black man. "
: , When Martin Luther King, Jr. boycotted the bus company, the people walked and walked, and walked. They did not let the lure of free
•
bus rides deter them from their
,
goal. It's hurts to see that Black

WHAT WENT W RONG FROM FRONT PAGE
.: tentatively
accepted by the Bank. Many matters must be resolved including a $500,00 difference between

the

: asking and offered price. The Bank is asking $10 million and the buyer will need to spend about $4 million to
• reconstruct and redesign certain features in the Hotel.
•

.

DISPOSffiON AND JOIN DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT WITH ENGLISH EN1ERPRISES.

:•

people forgot so faSt People who
forget or never learn their history
are doomed to fail, and the next
generation will not understand why
Martin died for their right to freedom."

:

In August of 1982 the Agency signed a Disposition and Joint Development agreement with English Enter:: prises, Inc., to improve the Convention Center and to build a hotel on Agency owned land.
'
The land was sold for $140,000. English agreed to build a 243 room hotel and City granted its rig t to
:. improve the Convention Center to English. English was to provide "Construction Bonds" for faithful perfor-

Rodney King verdicts, which
resulted in 53 deaths and $1
billion in damages; quakes at
Joshua Tree, Cape Mendocino,
Landers and Big Beat; and
flooding in Kern, Los Angeles,
Orange, San Bernardino and
Ventura counties.
In 1991, the Oakland Hills
fire, a to~ic chemical railroad
spill in northern California and
other problems caused $3 bil-

Democratic ~c andidates
To Speak In Redlands

S

An Operating Agreement provided that the Hotel and Convention Center would be operated under a franchise,from Ramada Inn. The Agreement was for a period of 55 years and provided for two ten year extensions
or a total
of 75 years. English's spokesman corrected the City and said records show the franchise was for
I
English Enterprises to operate, not the Ramada Inn.
The Hotel was to be fully responsible for management and operation of the Convention Center. The Hotel
was responsible for booking conventions and other events. It was also to provide auxiliary equipment sucll as
band stands, public address systems, tables, chairs, etc.
The Hotel was to provide all food and beverage service, to provide all pennits and licenses, and to provide
fire insurance and to pay possessory users taxes.
The City provided a three year warranty on the existing equipment It also retained the right to approve
vending machines. The City was to maintain the structure, roof, exterior and load bearing wall of the Center. It
was to maintain the exterior walkways and driveways and also to provide all maintenance of the garage facilities.
' As compensation, the City was to receive one percent of the annual gross recipients of the Center that were in
pxcess
of $1,500,000 and
an additional two percent of that is excess of $2,000,000.
I
,

: FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE AGREEMENT
•
Two agreements were signed to provide that 80 percent of the Transient Occupancy Tax (bed tax) collected

~

Assembly District and the 65th
Assembly District. Representatives of other statewide Democratic candidates will als~ be
speaking including Lane Sherman, mother of State Board of
Equalization Chair and State
Controller Candidate Brad
Shennan, and Lesa Slaughter,
representing Assemblymember
Rusty Areias, also a candidate
for State Controller. "This
reception will showcase some
of the many talented Democratic candidates we are fielding this year," said Redlands
Democratic Club President
Nancy Ruth White. '"The quality of the Democratic candidates we have to choose from
this year is outstanding," she
said. The crowded Democratic
primary fields will not be a
problem explained California
Democratic Party Regional
Director Tim Hamre. "We have
just returned from a State
Executive Board meeting this
past ~ i ~ d,:,: he said, "and
the Democratic Party has never
been as united and strong as it
will be this year. The quality of
our candidates will ensure
Democratic

an Francisco District
Attorney Arlo Smith, a
can~idate for Attorney
General, and Secretary of State
candidates Tony Miller, chief
deputy secretary of state, Gwen
Moore, assemblymember from
Los Angeles, and Michael
Woo, former Los Angeles
councilmember, will be speaking at a reception to be held on
Thursday, January 20, 1994
from 6:00 to 8 :00 p.m. at the
home of Nancy Bailey, 303 E.
Mariposa in Redlands.
The reception is being sponsored by the Redlands Democratic Qub to celebrate the first
year anniversary of the Clinton
Administration, kick-off the
Coordinated Democratic Campaign in Redlands, and raise
funds for the Redlands Coordinated Democratic Campaign
headquarters. Tickets are
$ 15.00 per person. Reservations can be made by calling
(909) 793-6229, (909) 3359662, (909) 886-1983, or (619)
951-3468.
Also speaking at the reception will be local Democratic
candidates in the 40th ConI gressional District, the 63rd

:' mance and for payment of materials liens. Working drawings were to be submitted within 150 days and con:, struction was to begin within 90 days of the approval of those drawings. Construction was to be completed 12
; ' months after commencement.
'
The agreement provided for various mutual easements for utilities between the hotel and the city. The City
was to maintain the garage facilities. The agreements provided that the hotel would have 200 specified spaces
and 300 unassigned spaces. If the City were to charge for parking in the future, it would have the right to charge
: the hotel at a similar rate. If any outside agency places a tax, levy, etc., on the garage facilities, the hotel could
: be charged pro rata for its 200 specified spaces. The hotel will also rent an additional 100 spaces from the City
: on an as available basis. Air rights above the five levels were granted to the hotel for one additional parking
level to be built at the hotel's option and expense. The City and the Agency agreed not to pennit the development of another Hotel of sim~ size and quality within a five block radius for a period of 75 years. ('This is
only as it relates to the City helping another developer, the spokesman said. " Another hotel could come in with
city help, lower prices and run English out of business.'')
The agreement provided for a separate Operating Agreement that would specify the terms and condi ions o
operation and maintenance of the Convention Center, the Hotel and the adjacent walkways, driveways, and landscaped areas.
OPERATING AGREEMENT

lion in damages.
The previous high disaster
year was 197 6-77, when the
drought caused damages estimated at $3 .9 million. OES
lumped the two years together
because the drought damage
spanned two years.
Many local governments
reduced and eliminated emergency staff, L. Thomas Tobin,
executive director of the Seis-
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Tapes • Records • Videos
specializing In:

Utility Payments •Western Union
Money Orders
• Fax and Postal Services
We take care of all your check cashing needs

1574 Baseline, #105 (909) 383-8464
San Bernardino, CA 92411

ATION·TIME
Deli & Bakery

Mon -Thurs 10am-8pm
Fri. - Sat. 10am-10pm

1584 Baseline, #107
San Bernardino, CA 92411
Phone: (909) 885-2062 or 885-PIES
Fax: (909) 885-1933
Specializing in Bean Pies

Rap • Gospel • R&B • Rock
Pop • Country • Spanish
Oldies, but Goodies
and More!
\'icko ,~ CD Salt's and lfrntals

I(I DI

Mon-Sat 10am-10pm
Sun 12pm-8pm (-~

t'laa

au
705
Baseline

~

(909) 885-5180
574-104 W. Baseline 383-8470
San Bernardino, CA 92411
W.

HAIR TECH
Barber and Salon

~y the City would be paid back to the Hotel except in years in which the gross profit from operation exceeds 20
percent or more on invested capital. One agreement was from the City the Agency, the other was from the
l\.gency to English.
: The payments were to continue for 15 years but not to exceed $3,000,000 (the payments were also restricted
lo the actual cost plus carrying costs of a list of construction items).
The items to be reimbursed were certain off-site improvements adjacent to the Hotel. These included relocapon of utilities, reconstruction of the ''E" Street entrance to the 5-level, changing the surface of "E" Street.
teconstructing curbs and gutters, modifying mechanical and electrical services to the Convention Center, and the
tehabilitation of the Convention Center itself.
: SECURITY LOANS FOR PERMANENT FINANCING
: In April 1983 the commission authorized $500,000 to be loaned to English for use as a commitment fee to
~e pennanent lender, Carpenters Trust. This was to secure final approval for the take-out financing.
; In May this was reconstructed slightly and two smaller loans, totaling $500,000 were authorized. One loan
was for $115,000 and was used to purchase a trust deed from Bank of America that secured funds sent by the
Bank to Carpenter's by way of English Enterprises and was also used for the commitment
; . Both loans were paid in full by English. In September 1983 the Agency received payments for a total of
$506,625.51 to cover principal and interest.
1
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Law Offices of Audrey G. Owens
Audrey G. Owens

r,.,,,,,.t,

Attorney At Law

Attorney at Law

Thursday, January 20, 199'! _ .

(909) 483-3641
4166 Almond Street
Riverside, CA 92501
(909) 683-1777

$32 with this coupon
International Skin Care
147 E. Vine #40 at 6th,
The Courtyard,
Redlands, CA

23741 G. SUNNYMEAD BLVD.
MORENO VALLEY, CALIFORNI~ 92388

9267 Marvin Ave. # 240 Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91780

Just Opened

Oils, Incense, Dolls, African
Clothes, Books, Art, and
More...

$9.95
Per Month Includes
unlimited Airtime and
pag• r.

D.J. Rick

1nd00

SECRETARIAL SERVICES&: MORE

CEL LULAR

• Business Cards
• Flyers
• Mailing Labels
• Laminating

::: · .

651 OMagnolia Ave.
Riverside, CA
92506

• Certificates
• Resumes/Theses
• Copies
• Envelopes

Umar Abdul-Hakim

Call for all your typing & printing needs

(909) 686-2337

Tarin• Brown
0wJtn

909) 684-0484

Coming Soon, New Salon Need Hairstylist & Recent Grads

// 'Pe,,i/eet 7tUte4

Sat. 9-3

JZltituae

LEE'S SHOE REPAIRS

Specializing in weaving, bonding, relaxers,
press & curl, freeze
Now accepting applications
Faye Conner, Owner

(909) 375-6993

5225 Canyon Crest Dr. No. 79

Riverside, CA 92501

10452 Magnolia
(Near Tyler Mall)

Salon 'Ire • Cliic

GOLF BAG - LUGGAGE REPAIR
AND SHOESHINE PARLOR

4166 Almond Street

.

(909) 873-5062

10% off with ad.

M-F 9 to 6

Hours
Mon-Sat
10
am-8
pm • Sun 12 pm-6 pm
.

158 W. MAdmna St., Rialto

Attorney At Law

12819 Footh i ll Blvd .

Rive rside, CA 92507

(909) 278-4339

Fontana , CA 92335

Melva L. Cooke

-FUND RAISERS

~

Tri - Star

DEMO:s~~;_TIONS
AVAILABLE
•~

cStl,ularat

®

S K I N · CARE
&
C O S Ni''ifT I C S , I N C

-l~~~,.,

Tri - Star
Family Dental Centre
• General Dentistry

,. pental Lab On Premises
• Same Day Repair

L

7271 Linares Ave.
Riverside, CA 925U'J

(909) 685-2999 r:

• Most Insurance Accepted
• Children
•Seniors

Mon. Tues.
Thurs.
9 A.M-6 P.M.
·w ednesday

Lose
Weight
without
Qieting!

sA.M.-6P.M.

Money Back
Guarantee!

HOURS

10A,;~ :;-M4

_.
'William & Selena OWens

~;~:;.~·

1rukperulent ''Omnitrition '' '1Jistri.6utors

106 North Eucalyptus
(Corner of Rialto Ave)
Rialto
(714) 875-1299

I
-

.

.

ll171 OAKWOOD DR.,
A315
LOMA LINDA, CA 92354

(909) 799-7417

Century
Beachside
10681 Foothill Blvd. Ste. 101
Rancho Cucamonga,
California 91730
Res. (909) 822-1372 /
Pager(909)603-2754
Fax (09) 980-6100
Business (909) 980-6100

QUICK
REFUND!

Dr. Robert Williams-

~

Di:. Lloyd B. Walkei·-.- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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A Complete Line Of Fine Afrocentric Products

I

• African Fabric
• African Beads
• AfricanJewelry
• Kente Hats
• Crowns
• Kufi's
• Kola Nuts
• X's Caps
• Wall Hangings And

Mary Bonner
REALTOR Gt/Notary

Basan's Accessories

I I
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DON'T HAVE HOME CHURCH?.

~-~ PRIMERICA
Financial Services

WHY Go To LAS VEGAS?
Remodeled historical decorated Chapel & Reception
Halls. Includes: Minister, Organist & water fountains.
License also available here: holds 2-300 guests.
Semi Formal - $125 / Formal $250
Formal Wedding & Reception - $550
Basic Wedding/ including License - $91
Call for many other services and Wedding programs.
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Annie Elizabeth Tubman
Representative
6047 Bristol Parkway • Suite Second Floor
Culver City, CA 90230
Res. (310) 549-561 2
Bus. (213) 2 15-1887
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VIcrORY CHAPEL
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Moreno Valley
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27300 Iris Ave.
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
Dr. Roland Guklns

C ONVENIENCE
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E XPERTISE

Rialto

Foot & Ankle Speclallat
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513 S. Smith Street
Corona. CA 91720

152 S. Rlver• lde, Rlalto • Mon · Thun. 10-7 • Fri l Sat• 10-8
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Don't Complain Get Relief Today!
Gentle Treatment For Ingrown Toenails

Corona
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MY FEET ARE KILLING ME

(909) 884-6105

C ARING & F RIENDLY
Ir,
· .,-., , 1 ,) t· _ , , ·

Sculptures

• Designer Handbags
• Sandals
• Natural Oils & Incense~
• Reggae & African Music
• Afrocentric Books

Each Office Is Independently
Owned And Operated

l

Specializing In African & Rasta Clo1hlng For All Occasions

I

I've lost 5 lbs without dieting!
It really works.' Cheryl Brown,
Publisher Editor, Black Voice
W e a lso have a program for:
Increasing Energy and
Improving Mental Fitness
Call Now!
Free Sample

Call For Your Appointmenl
FILING

(714)781-9575
Tanya Humphery

6876 Indiana, Ste. I • Riverside

Albert Johnson Jr.

ELECTRONIC

.~

#909-872-7385

7'-e &~ Su.

NO CREDIT
REQUIRED
TJ UCfl

Call 793-9080

African-American
Gift & Bookstore
Mobile/ Club / O.J.
Sound Reinforcement
Systems

215 North "D"
Street, Suite 200
San Bernardino,
CA 92401

VJ.Sa, MasterCard
Welcomed ·

909-~42-3~14

PA GE M E!!

Automobile
Accidents
Slip and Fall
Product Liability
Premise Liability

(909) 683-1777

MASSAGE

M~Ei15 .

18 Years Experience
>Auto Accidents> Personal Inquiries>
Slip And Falls > Wills Trust

Law Office
of
Otis L. Jones

1 hour Therapeutic
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(909) 486-8618

"Sen•ing the Com1111111i~r lfith Quality Careand £\pert Sen'ice.•
• Expert Instruction
• Discipline
• Positive Attitude

Try Us For A Month And Feel The Difference
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3812 Pierce St. #Bl
Riverside, CA 92503
(909) 352-3251
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·: Bethel AME Church
GRAND TERRACE
Adventist
Leonard C. Coes, Pastor
Adventist Youth
Refr,shing Spring Tem,u ·
• 24480 Sophie St. Youth Program
4:00 p.m. 2900 Adams Street, Suit.e B-1S
Services
4:00 p.m. Pastor. Elder Bobby Davis
! Perris, CA 92570
Riverside, CA 94504
Mid-Week Service
7:00 p.m. '2883 7th Street
·
Church GlorwusChrlstlan
(909)353•1010
Wednesday Evening
Riyerside, CA 92507
657 57 5
: ·(909)
• o
FEelOrlolanwshdipDilli
"
S
Pasto
REDLAND·r
Sunday
Bible
Study
9:
15
a.m.
Youth
Bible
Service
(909)
784-0860
0
:· Pastor, Rev. Randolph
·
on.
r.
r
~
n..:~A E
·
O
Sunda S h I
9 20
11750 Mt Vernon Ave.
Sunday Worship
11:00 a.m. ru.w,.y verung
7:3 p.m.
y c oo
: a.m.
;·
Douglas
Grand Toirace, CA 92324
Sunday Training
6:00 p.m.
Morning Service
11:15 a.m.
Order Of Service
(909)423 _3035
Baptist
Tuesday Church
Mt. Moriah Baptist
Evening Service
6:30 a.m.
•..
Community Missionary Baptist
B"bl
S d Wr-~-esda N" h &
•• Sunday School
9:00 a.m
Sunday Morning Worship l0a.m.
Workers
Meeting
7:00p.m.
Rev.
WillieChambers,Jr.
-Pastor
I e tu Y <;WI
y
1g
ts
939
Clay
Prayer & Bible
18991 Marioposa SL
activities for the children. 7:30 p.m.
:· Morning Worship 10:30
Redlands, CA 92374
Study Meetings
Riverside. CA 9 508
2
.. a.m.
MORENO VALLEY
(909) 793-2380
Wednesday
:oop.m.
(909)
7
780-2240
Apostolic/Pentecostal
-:, Wednesday
Sunday Services
Riverside Faith Temple
Methodist
Secon4Baptist,Redlands
·
QJme&SeeBantistChurch
PraYerofConsecration 9:00am. Revs. J. & B. Sims
~ B1'ble Study 6 :30 p.m.
R
AG
.,
:_; Prayer
12 Noon
Perris Valley Ministry of the
ev. · reen
24528 Sunnyinead Blvd. Suit.e C
Sunday School
9:30a.m. 2355 Pennsylvania Avenue
420 East Stuart Ave.
. Unlud Methodist Chlll'Ch ..
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Devotion & Worship
10:45
a.m. Riverside, CA 92507
::, FONTANA
Rev. Charles E. Washingt.On
Redlands, CA 92374
(909) 4864864
BYPU (1st)
5:30p.m.
(909)788-0170
7~
Methodist
Meeting At Rainbow Ridge
S(909da)~~; lrsh0
Dr. E. Jones . _
Evening
6:00p.m. Sunday Services
•.:· Bethel"
all!:'
Elementary School
un y "o ip
9 5
sCh00I 0 rw·sdom
9·30
am
nuic.
1
•
, •
Sunday School
9:30a.m.
:: Morris A. Buchanan, Pastor
15950 Indian Ave., MV
Church School
:1 a.m. Morning Worship
11:00 a.m. New Joy Baptist Church
Morning
Worship
11:00a.m.
;::
1626 Baseline A"e.
Church School·. 10 am
Morning Worship
l0:3oa.m. Bibi
S dy u,-.1-esday 7:45 p.m Kansas Avenue S.D.A. Church
••
·•
1 e tu : "~'
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.
·: Fontana, CA 92335
Worship Service: 11 am
4491 Kansas Ave.
• (909) 350-9401
Frundship Missionary
Riverside, CA
Non Deno,njnational
RIALTO
New Covenant Bible Church ·
Baptist Church
_(see as for services)
Riverside Christian Family
__ Baptist
Seventh Day Adventist
P.O. Box 8831
Pastor Leon Thompson
Fellowship
_..Community Baptist Church
Valley Fellowship SDA
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Services at Calvary Arrowhead
Parle Avenue Baptist Church
Arthur J. Forbes, Sr.
•.' "Come Let Us Reason Together"
Pastor
Elder Timothy Nixon
(Currently meeting at Clover Dale
Mission Cent.er
Rev. L.E. Campbell Pastor
~tor
'"15854 Cart.er SL, Fontana, CA
Elementary School, 12050 Kitching 275 E. Grove St Ave
3626 Monroe Street
1910 Pennsylvania Ave.
6TIO Magnolia
:;(909) 350-9646
Rialto, CA 92376
St., Corner of Ironwood and
Weekly Schedule
Riverside, CA 92507
Riverside, CA 92506
~•Sunday Services
(909) 874-5851
Kitching)
Sunday School
9:30a.m. (909) 684•8782
(909) 684-9160
• Sunday School
9:30 a.m. (909) 485•2770
Morning Worship
11:00a.m. Sunday Service
Sunday Service
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m. ReverendJamesFmnlclin
The Living Word Deliverance
Monday Mission
7:00p.m. Round Table Prayer
9:20a.m. Victory Celebration 10:00 a.m.
,•B.T.U.
Center
5:00p.m. Weekly Services:
Wed. Bible Study
7:00p.m. Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
:,Prayer and Bible
:pastors Harvey & Ilean Jones
Sunday Service: 10:30 a.m.
Sat Choir Rehearsal
l:30p.m. Morning Worship
10:50 a.m. Second Baptist Church
Study Wed.
7:00p.m. Wednesday Night: 7:00 p.m.
251 W. Foothill (Foothill Center)
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m. 2911 9th Street
Rialto, CA 92376
Good News Missionary Baptist
Wednesday
Riverside, CA 92507
Ephesian New Testament
(909)
874-3539
Rev. Johnny D. Harris
PERRIS
6:00p.m. (909) 684-7532
Teacher's Meeting
Rev. Emory James, Pastor
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School:
215 Big Springs Rd.
6:00 p.m. Sunday Services
Prayer Meeting
16286 Foothilll Blvd.
ll:30a.m.
Sunday Service:
Riverside, CA 92507 ·
Baptist
Bible
Study
6:00p.m. Sunday School
9: 15 a.m.
Fontana.CA
Wednesday Night: 6:00p.m.
N,w Hope Baptist
P.O. Box 55743
Bible Study
7:00p.m. Devotional Services
10:15
a.m.
:(909) 823·3400
Rev. Montgomery, Pastor
(909) 787-7743
Morning Worship
10: 15 a.m.
:KPRO 1570 AM
19320 Spaulding
Sunday Services
"Blood Bought" Deliverance
RIVERSIDE
Service for Praise
6:00 p.m.
:(see ad for services)
Perris, CA ,92370
Song&
Ministries
(Sunday Evening Workshop)
(909) 780-7110 .
Praise Service
9:00a.m. (An inter-denominational Ministry) Wednesday
: Seventh bay Adventist
Methodist
Sunday Services
Sunday
School
9:30a.m. Pastor Patrick Belton
Bible Snidy
' Fontana Juniper Ave. SDA
7:45 p.m.
Allen Chapel AME Church
Sunday School
9:30 a.m. 4000 Locust
Morning Worship
11:00a.m. Sunday Services
~ . 7347 Juniper Ave.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m. Riverside, CA 92501
Sunday School - 10:30 •ll:45
St. John Baptist
: Fontana, Ca
Worship Service - 12:00 noon
Rev. C. James, Pastor
Sunday Worship
11:00 a.m. (909) 686-9406
: ,(909) 822-4349
'
(Temp Location): Holiday INN2433 10th Street
Crown
Room,
1200
University
Riverside,
CA 92507
First Baptist Church
Amos Temple CME
Avenue,
Riverside,
CA
92507
(909)
784-0000
Non Deno,njnational
Rev. Marvin L. Brown
2719 11th Street
Call (909) 788-2563 for info.
Sunday Services
'l:.oveland
277 E. Fifth Street
Riverside, CA 92507
Sunday School
Chuck Singleton, Senior Pastor
9:30a.m.
Perris, CA 92370
(See ad for services)
The
Powerhouse
COGIC
Morning
Worship
11:00am.
6888 Baseline Avenue
(See ad for services)
Rev. McDowell
Evening Service6:00p.m.
'.Fontana, CA 92336
Baptist
2843
11th
St
{909) 899-0777
Seventh Day Adventist
Antioch Missionary Baptlst
Riverside, CA 92507
Seventh Day Adventist
{see ad for services)
Perris Seventh Day Adventist
Pastor Phillip Scott
(909)684-6923
Kansas
Ave.
SDA
Church
7547 Emerald Street
Pastor Elc!er Geoige King
Worship
Services
Pastor
Elder
Jesse
Wtlsm1
This Week Try A 5th Street SDA
Riverside, CA 92504
Sunday
School
·
4491
Kansas
Avenue
9:30a.m.
300 E. 5th Street
(909) 688-7872
Riverside,CA
92507
Morning
Service
11:30am.
Penis, CA 92370
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Evening Service
6:30p.m.
(909)
657-2798
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m. (909) 682-9810
Advertises In
Saturday
Service
Tuesday
Bible
Sbldy
7:30 p.m.
Saturday Service
Song
Service
9:
15
a.m.
General
Service
Sabbath School
9:30 a.m.
BLACK VOICE Sabbath School
9:30 a.m. Frida

~I

t
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For Weekly
Church News
Subscribe To
The Voice

Church That

Our Directory

:-:• BETHEL A.M.E CHURCH
16262 Baseline Ave.
· Fontana, CA 92335
:' (909)350-9401

AMOS TEMPLE
2719 11th St.
Blnnlda, CA 12907
(909)883-1167

SUNDAY SERVICES

Worship Services

Morning Service
8:00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Sunday Service 10:45 a.m.
Women In Prayer
After Sunday Services
Prayer Meeting
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
Bible Study
Wednesday
7:30 p.m.

Rn.••••ng1on

Sunday Services

Sunday Schoo l
9:15 a.m.
Devotional Services 10: 15 a.m.
Nursery Opened
10: 15 a.m.

Morning Worsh•p 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
-Morning Worsh•p 11:00 a.m.
Prayer and Bible Study
•ldnesday
8:30 p.m.

Wednesday

Bible Study
Prayer Services

7:45 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

Pastor T. Ellsworth
Gantt, II
/

First Baptist hurch
288 E. Fifth Street

16888 Baseline Ave.
Fontana, CA 92336
. (900)889-0777

P.O. Box 1399
Perris, CA 92370
Phone: (909) 657-3767

SUNDAY WORSHIP
· LOCATION:
Etiwanda High School
13500 Victoria Ave.
Rancho Cucamonga,, CA

'
,
·
::

SECOND BAPTIST CHURCH
2911 Ninth Street
Riverside, CA 92502
(909)684 -7532

Temple

Missionary .
Baptist

WEEKLY SERVICES
Sunday

·cJiurch

Early Morning Worship• 7:45 a.m.
Morning Worship• 10:45 a.m.
Blble Study & Choir Practice -6 p.m.

SERVICE TIMES:
Praise Celebration
9 a.m.
Cathedral Worship
1la.m.
Great Family Assembly 6 p.m.

Chuck Singleton, Pastor
Baptism Setvice
at Fontana Location 7:30 p.m.

New Visions
P,errls Valley United Medlocllst
Church

Sunday School
Morning Worship
1583 V'iest Union Street
P.O. Bo,c 7333
San Bernardino, CA 92411 .

Wednesday
Prayer/Praise - 7 p.m.

(714) 888-2038 ·

Rev. Marvin L. Brown

NEW JOY
BAPTIST CHURCH

ST. PAUL A.M.E.
CHURCH

Service held at:
",
Kansas Avenue S.D.A. Church
Meeting At: St.
4491
Kansas Ave.
Christopher
catholic Church ~ Riverside, CA
Worship Services
13510 Perris
Blvd., Moreno
Sunday:
Valley
9:15a.m.
Sunday School
Emerson, Jefferson (Paator)
Morning Worship 10:15 a.m.
Evening Worship 6:00p.m.
worship schedule:
Sunday School
,
9:30 a.m.
Tuesday:
Communion Service
10:30 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible
Rev. Paul 5. Munford,M. Div.
With A Combined Service The First Sunday
Study
7:00 p.m.
English Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Church Service 10:30 a.m.
Ton~an Sunday School 1:00 p.m.

language Service 2:30 p.m •.

8:00AM .
& 11:00AM
Teen Summit Tuesday
7:00PM
Wed Night Prayer
.6:30PM
Wed Night Bible Study
7:00 p~

Tuesday

Theology Class • 12 noon
Mission • 1 :30 p.m.

9:45-AM -.

1355 w. 21st. Street
San Bernardino, CA
92411

(909)887-1718
Sunday Worshl p
Services
8:00 a.m.
11 a.m.
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Wednesday
Bible Study 7:00 p.m. Rev. Charles Brooks

"Everyone Is Welcome"

-----
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S.E.L.F. Program Adopted By Ecclesia Church

M

man. African-American Male
Law Enforcement Officers
from surrounding agencies will
deliver the weekly lessons to
the boys. Some of the topics
that will be discussed are as
follows: Self-Respect building,
Consequences of gang/drug
involvement, Family Values,
African/American History,
Responsibility, Discipline and
Education, just to name a few.
Several field trips are scheduled throughout the 22 weeks
along with group counseling,
and tutors provided for the
boys.
The S.E.L.F. Center is a
"Grassroots" organization and
needs the entire community to
get involved for its' success.
All should tum the t.v. off that
night and attend this important
meeting at Ecclesia Church,
Pastor Joshua Beckley.
This night hopes to bring all
organizations, community leaders and families together in an
effort to unite for a "common
cause", Saving Our Most
Precious Resource, Our
Youth!!!". "If we can't agree
on anything else we can always
agree on our African History

any of our youths
have been waiting patiently for
the
S.E.L.F.
Youth Program to start accepting applications for the "Rites
of Passage" program for
African-American
Boys.
Finally, after months of planning and organizing the activities for the students, applications are being accepted at
Ecclesia Christian Fellowship
Church.
The S.E.L.F. Center, The
Inland Empire Peace Officer's
Association and Ecclesia
Church is sponsoring a
Community Awareness Night
January 27, 1993 6:00 p.m. at
1314 Date St. San Bernardino,
CA (909) 881-5551 or 8728858. This night applications
for the program will be handed
out to parents for their child.
The first 40 African-American
boys will be accepted into the
third S.E.L.F. Youth program
which starts February 25, 1994.
The boys will participate in a 5
1/2 month workshop every
Saturday which is designed to
prepare them to become a
responsible African-American
.

.:,,:,:r·y·

. !~ .;·
Several S.E.L.F. Boys on one of the jail buses, also pictured Is
Natalie COie's son Robbie and friend Brandon HIii.

S.E.L.F. students by SBSD van.

and Culture." Dr. Maulana
Karenga. For additional information contact Steve Turner
(909) 422-8467/S.E.L.F. Center
Inc. or Jeffrey A. Hill (909)
872-8858.
The S.E.L.F. Youth Center's
"Rites of Passage Program" for
African American boys toured
the San Bernardino County Jail
in Rancho Cucamonga,
California to give them insight
into the consequences of being
involved in illegal activities.
The S.E.L.F. students were also
accompanied by their parents
who saw first hand what jail
life would be like for their son.
Many parents were lost for
words to describe the feeling
they had when the large electronic doors closed them inside
the jail temporarily denying
their freedom.

Erica Ashley, who has her 7
yr. old son Denard in the program had this to say, "It was
very unnerving to think that so
many African American men
are locked up inside the jails
and prison's of America. As I
toured the inside of this jail I saw
at least two hundred Black men
inside just wasting away." Ms.
Ashley is a registered nurse
and coordinator for the S.E.L.F.
Parent Group.
The boys also toured some
parts of the jail but later had an
opportunity to talk with several
inmates about being incarcerated. Many of the boys were
scared when they learned about
the horrifying activities that
take place while being incarcerated. One boy still seemed
puzzled about inmates not
being able to order any type of

foods they wanted.
Jeffrey A. Hill, President of
the S.E.L.F. Youth Program
stated, "This tour exposes the
boys to the consequences related to violating laws. Memories
of this experience will have a
lasting affect on their psyche."
Hill who is also a Deputy
Sheriff, said that the S.E.L.F.
program has grown and now

has just recently been adopted
by Chief Oliver Thompson of
the
Inglewood
Police
Department which is scheduled
to start their S.E.L.F. "Rites of
Passage Program" in late
March 1994.
1
For additional information
contact Jeffrey A. Hill at (909)
872-8858

!
·!

!!GRAND OPENING !!
The Real New Orleans

VISIT A CHURCH THAT ADVERTISES

IN OUR DIRECTORY
a

Church
Rev. ,,,.nlc Gray, ,,_,.,

.2.29.20 Alle•••ndro
Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA

9.255.2
(Aleu•ndro &
,redericlcJ
l909J 653-6650

Rev. Frank Gray

011D•• o, S111v1c•
Sunday Scllool
9:30 am
Morning Wonllip
I I :00 am
· Bil,le Study
7:00 pm Wedne•day

urc

o n

Caner Memorial

(909) 686-1580
Cleveland Hobdy Ill, Sr. Pastor
Saturday Services
Song Service
9: 15 a.m.
Sabbath School
9:30 a.m.
Church Service
11:00 a.m.
Adventist Youth Service 5:00 a.m.

SAN BERNARDINO
aptist
Bethesda Missionary Baptist
CJ,urch
1356N. ML Vernon Ave.
s_.. Bernardino, CA 92411
Rev. Donald Osborne
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship Hour
11:00 a.m.

.

7

RIVERSIDE FAITH·
TEMPLE MINISTRIES
2355 Pennsylvania
Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(714) 788-0170

.rm

r:-Qu nn AME

L Rubidoux SDA Church
5530 34th Street
Rul>idoux, California

Wt.,

I

S.E.L.F. students .

Bright Star Missionary Baptist
Pastor K. Solomon Williams
5306ODEL
Rubidoux, CA
Sunday Services
Morning Worship
8:00a.m.
Sunday School
9:30a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
5:30p.m.
B.T.U.
Evening Service
7:00p.m.

I

1606 W. 11th St
San Bernardino, CA
(909) 381-4475

New Hope COGIC
254 So. Mt. Vernon
San Bernardino, CA 92410
(909) 381-2662
Elder Lenton Lenoir, Pastor
Sunday School: 9:45 am
Morning Worship: 11 pm
Evening Worship: 6 pm
Pastor Teaching: 8 pm Tues.
Evangelstic Worship: 8 pm Th

Non-Denominational
Ufe Changing Ministries
Dr. Rev. Reginald Woods
5395 N. 'F' Street
San Bernardino, CA 92407
(909) 381-4885
(see ad for services)
Apostolic Pentecostal
Ughthouse Full Gospel Church
Rev. Joel Steward
3153N. Macy
San Bernardino, CA
(909) 887-1227 / 887-3809
(see ad for services)
Macedonia Baptist Church
Rev. C.A. Simpson
2042 N. State St.
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(909) 887-2138

COME WORSHIP
.WITH US
YOU'LL LOVE IT!

January 22, 1994
5250 Arlington Ave.
Riverside, CA 92504
Hours: Monday-Thursday, 11 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Friday: 11 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Saturday: 4 p.m. - 10 p.m.
(909) 351-6934
PASTORS JOE & e'eA Sl~S

Banquet facilities available for
any occasion.

SUNDAY SERVICES
Prayer .......................................................................8:30a.m.
Sunday School ...........................................................9:30a.m. ·
Morning Service ......................................................11:00a.m.
Evening Classes/Worship Service ........................6:30p.m.

y

Sunday Worship
Wednesday
Worship Service
7:30 p.m.
Come Over To M.acedonia And
Help Us! - Acts 16:9

Mt. Oli11e Baptist Church
2110 Ogden St.
San Bernardino, CA 92405
(909) 887-4864
Order of Service
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Wednesday Bible
Study
Prayer Meeting
7 p.m.
Mt. Rose Missionary Baptist
Church
Pastor Rev. Clarence E. Harris
1457 N. Mt. Vernon
Sunday Service
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
New Hope Baptist, S.B.
Dr. LeMar Foster, Pastor
1575 West 17th Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(909) 887-2526 Church
SWlday Services
Morning Worship
8:00 a.m.
SWlday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
B.T.U.
5:30 p.m.
Evening Service
7:00 p.m.
Nursery Services Provided

aptisl
New Life Missionary Baptist
Church
Rev. Elijah S. Singletary, Pastor
1322 N. Medical Center Dr.
San Bernardino, CA
Services:
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Sunday:
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Children's Church
11:00 a.m.
Monday:
Choir Rehearsal
7:00 p.m.
Tuesday: Youth & Adult Bible
Study
6:30 p.m.
1st & 3rd Wednesday
Mission Meeting
6:00 p.m.
Thursday
Prayer & Praise
Service
7:00 p.m.
Radio Broadcast
On KPRO 1570 AM Dial
Saturday
1:00-2:00 p.m.

New Vision Foursquare Gospel
Church
(Formerly Delman Heights)
Pastors Jules Nelson, Ph.D and
Lourdes Nelson
"Heart of Revival Church"
1890 W. 30th Sireet
San Bernardino, CA 92405
(909)887-3013
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Celebration Service
11 :00 a.m.
Evangelic Service
6:30 p.m.
All day fasting and prayer

Prayer Meeting
Friday

7:30p.m.

St. Paul AME Church
Rev. Charles Brooks
1355 W. 21st Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(909) 887-1718
(see ad for services)

u,nn hapel
Rev. Frank Gray, Pastor
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
(909) 486-9399 / 486-9389
Order of Services
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Church Service
11 a.m.
Bible Study
Wed. - 7 p.m.

Riverside ( cont.)
Temple Missionary Baptist Church
Pastor Raymond Turner
1583 Union Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(909) 888-2038
"Faith is the substance of things
hoped for, the evidence of things
not seen."
(see ad for worship times)

Graee Bethel MBC
10250 Cypress Ave.
Riverside, CA 92503
(909) 352-1688
9:30am.
Sunday School
7:30p.m.
Evening Worship
(2nd & 4th)
Monday Evangelism 7p.m.
6:30p.m.
Wednesday Prayer

Moreno Valley
Quinn Chapel AME
Rev. Frank Gray Pastor
22920 Allessandro Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
(909) 653-6650
Order of Services
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Church Service 11 a.m.
Wednesday
Bible Study
7 p.m.
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1
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11,737
FREEWAY DISC.
*·1,000
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•-200

YOUR COST

8
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•
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•94 MERC. TOPAZ GS

10,587

ONE TO CHOOSE FROM

FREEWAY DISC.
FACTORY REBATE

48 MOS.

YOUR COST

8

•93 MERC. COUGAR

1 13,470
1
-900
1

MSRP

FREEWAY DISC. _ _ _ _
•·~2,.=.;;29___
7_

-300

1 2,270

YOURCOST

8

14,999
• SEC. 6!50!59!5

1 AT THIS PRIC~

SEC. 620903

1.0. t6!50679

1 17,296
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.
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SERVICE DEPA RTMENT

OPEN SAT.U RDAYS

•93 MERC. SABLE1 GS

MSRP

FREEWAY DISC.
FACTORY REBATE

.

.

•94 MERC. GRAND MARQ. LS

8 AM . ·3 PM

19,404
1
·3,000
1
-750

--------.

1

MSRP
FREEWAY DISC.

The P arts ~re Rig ht •••
The Labor Is Right •••
The Price ls)Right •••

YOURCOSTS15,854
3 AT THIS PRICE • SEC. 650635

YOUR COST .

8

20,380
1
-1,381

1 8,999

SEC.629249

!!!!!!!!!!I!!!!~~

' \:,

•93 LINCOLN
TOWNCfiR
$35,928
$-6,881
$-2,000

MSRP
FREEWAY DISC.
FACTORY REBATE

YOUR COST

8

27,047

'92 MERC TRACER

: $6 999
SEC. 612749

FREEWAY DISC.

YOUR COST

i1~999RT

19

SEC. 377093

s9.499

SEC. 686403

SEC. 615605 / P-RENTAL

'93 FORD T-BIRD

'89UNC.MKW:

s11.999

SEC. 159268 / P-RENTAL

SEC. 620153

'93 MERC SABLE WGN.

'91 LINC. MK VIII

$38,059
$-8,095

MSRP

'93 MERC TOPAZ

.-sll.999

•94 ·LINCOLN
CONTINENTAL

•93 LINCOLN
MfiRK VIII

s14.999

s16.999

SEC. 608632 / P-RENTAL

SEC. 783618

FREEWAY DISC.

8

29,964

FULL ·

YOUR COST

.•

;

.

s7.999

SERVICE

SEC. 010426

BODY&
PAINT

SEC. 046494

'

Sll)~999
si2~999
fi6:999RQ.

ALL MAKES
ALL MODELS

SEC. 6361194

SEC. 146920 / P-RENTAL

SEC. 637563

SEC. 104439

93
•
1,

SEC. 617511

889-3514
Subject to prior aale. Sale prieea not apply to leaaea. Sale end& l/24194

31,501
.

'93 VW FOX

(909)

Tax rate baaed on 7 .5%. All prlcea are plua tax, license, document Ceca on approved crediL

8
.

.

WELCOME!

$36,424
• s.4,923
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S ERVICE & PARTS
OPEN SAT. 8 A.M. • 3 P.M.

'\3 LINC. TOWNCAR

21.999
SEC. 731030 / P-RENTAL

FIRSTTIME BUYERS
WELCOME! WE MAY HAVE
A PLAN THAT CAN GET
YOUR CREDIT STARTED
WITH A NEW CAR
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Stars Shine At 26th Annual Image Awards

I

M :'
.....
;

ShyheimAKA The
Rugged Child - Virgin Records

•- Even though the popularity of
kid rappers is wearing off, 15
year old Shyheim should not be
overlooked.
Though he is only 15, his
µiaterial is not marlceted to preleen hip hop fans. He doesn't
have a series of cute one-liners,
a new style of dress to intro-d~ce, or a new dance; he's just
real. His gimmick is his flow,
consistent nice beats and conrtection with the Wu-Tang Clan
·(who have been receiving much
: .
props these days). Shyheim's
·: : :: · first sinszle "On and On" is
: : : : ·: based on Milk Dee's line "on
and on" from Audio Two's
·.. · "Top Dillin'." The favorite
<;.·
' line is "Times is gettin'
, , , -t • ; •
hard/word is bond/I swear to
'
.
·
God/I
even got caught tryin' to
; ! :- .
t;: 1 steal from a junk yard." Pro: ; duced by RNS, the music has
, : : . . the slow-mellow-nod-ya-head,, ·., ":while-you-listen-to-t~e-lyrics
1 • : • feel.
So you get a chance to
. hear what Shvheim has to say
on your first listen.

n celebration of its 26th
Anniversary, the NAACP
Image Awards proudly
notes its growth.from a
small dinner gathering of 200
entertainment and business
professionals in Hollywood to
a nationally-televised network
show with over 2,500 presenters, nominees, guests and
media personnel participating,
and a viewing audience of over
nine million.
The first awards dinner,
which honored Sammy Davis,
Jr.,was hosted by the newly
formed Beverly Hills/Hollywood branch of the NAACP on
October 22, 1962. Davis was
feted for his tireless work to
obtain fair employment for
African-American entertainers

~

I

i

(

Outstanding Actor In a
Drama
Serles,
Bia Ir
Underwood, takes time for a
photo with date.

m o ywoo . He was also
honored, for his financial support in helping to establish the
first branch of the NAACP to

: - Instead of always-rapping in

deal specifically with the

first person, Shyhelm spends
part of the time telling stories
.about things he has seen and
observed. And while it is not
-. (r~ted G, Shyheim's lyrics are
: not completely foul, like llle·gal's. Shyheim comes across as
'a regular ole' 15 year-old from
.Staten Island, New York. His
_:voice is still maturing, but it
:= isn't annoying, so it works.
· (;heck singles: "On and On,"

racism experienced by African
Americans in the entertainment
industry.
Five years later, a committee
of 10 entertainment professionals had been fonned to develop
ways to honor those people
who had worked to change
African-American images in
Hollywood. The Image Awards

"Here I Am," "Buckwylyn"
.an_d ''You The Man."
· Mel-Low - Return Of The
'
Player - DJ West/Papa C
Records - A few years ago,
some of you may have caught
Mel-Low's first video "Th·e
First Day Of School" on The
Box. Now, signed to Russell
Si-mmon's DJ West, Mel-Low
reiurns. Mel-Low's first single
''Blaze It Up" had some problems getting radio and video
a,uplay because of the content
hich promoted smoking
marijuana. But the other elements were intact: it has a nice
chorus, fly beats and production from Redman.
The production on Return
Of The Player has the more
upbeat west coast vibe and
M el-Low's voice, reminds us of
DJ Quick (coincidentally, both
rappers are from Compton). ·
Mel-Low says the title track
will probably be his next
. release. This song features
R&B styled vocals singing
. "Return of the player," that
·upbeat west coast vibe, and
Mel-Low giving a little insight
on the day-to-day life of being
' · a player - a definite groove for
all the players.
In a recent interview, MelLow explained his album's con·ten t: "I'm not preachin' to
nobody about what they should
. do or how they should live.
My music is basically a autobiography of Mel-Low's life and
· .);low he lives in Compton. And
I'm pretty sure that somebody
: . : . ~ii.t there lives a similar way."

f

~)

ducer Maynell Thomas and the
generosity of Carson Productions and the Konigsberg/Santisky Company, who provided
the financial guarantees. For
the third year, the NAACP is
the production company for the
Image Awards.
And, as African-Americans
working in Hollywood continue to make important advancements, the NAACP Image
Awards continues to grow in
quality and stature.
The key word for the
NAACP Image Awards is
"PRIDE" - pride in the men
and women who have worked
endlessly with love, great
strength and undying dedication - to ensure a positive portrayal of African-Americans in

Jasmine Guy took home
Outstanding Actress In a
Comedy Serles.

e entertamment
Official List ofWinners
1. Outstanding Motion Picture-"Malcolm X"
2. Outstanding Lead Actor
in a Motion Picture-Denzel
Washington, "Malcolm X"
3. Outstanding Lead Actress
in a Motion Picture-Angela
Bassett, "What's Love Got To
Do With It"

4. Outstanding Supporting
Actor in a Motion Picture-Al
Freeman,.Jr.. "Malcolm X" .
5. Outstanding Supporting
Actress in a Motion PictureAngela Bassett, "Malcolm X"
6. Outstanding Youth
Actor/Actress-Jaleel White,
"Family Matters"
7. Outstanding Comedy
Series-" Martin"
8. Outstanding Actor in a
Comedy Series- Martin
Lawrence, "Martin"
9. Outstanding Actress
Comedy Series-Jasmine Guy,
..A Different World"
10. Outstanding Drama
Series-"l'11 Fly Away: State"
11. Outstanding Actor in a
Drama Series- Blair Underwood, "L. A. Law"
12. Outstanding Actress in a
Drama Series-Regina Taylor,
"I'll Fly Away"
13. Outstanding Television
Movie or Mini-Series-"Alex
Haley's Queen"
14. Outstanding Actor in a
Television Movie or Miniseries-Danny Glover "Alex
Haley's Queen" (CBS)
15. Outstanding Actress in a
Television Movie or Miniseries-Halle Berry, "Alex
Haley's Queen"
16. Outstanding Daytime
Drama Series-"The Young and
The Restless"
17. Outstanding Actor in a
Daytime Drama Series-Kristoff
St. John, "The Young and the
Restless"
18. Outstanding Actress in a
Daytime Drama Series-Victoria Rowell. The Young and The
Restless"
29. Outstanding Duo or
Group En Vogue, " Runaway
Love"
30. Outstanding Gospel
Artist-The Winans," All Out"
31. Outstanding Jazz ArtistKenny G, "Breathless"

Bobby Brown takes a moment to pose with his newlywed
Whitney Houston. Houston was the big winner of the nlg ht.
1

l)hoto by Pam Sayln

32. Outstanding Rap ArtistJazzy Jeff & The Fresh Prince,
"Boom! Shake The Room"
33. Outstanding World
Music Artist BB King, "Blues
Summit"
34. Outstanding Soundtrack
Album (Film or Television)"The Bodyguard", Various
Artists featuring Whitney
Houston
35. Outstanding Album "The Bodyguard" Soundtrack
Various Artists featuring Whitney Houston
36. Outstanding Music
Video-"l'm Every Woman" .
Whitney Houston
37. Outstanding Choreography in Film or Television-Deb-

bie Allen, "The 65th Annual
Academy Awards"
38. Outstanding Literary
Work, Fiction -"Your Blues
Ain't like Mine" by Bebe
Moore Cambell
39. Outstanding Literary
Work, Non-Fiction "By Any
Means Necessary: The Trials
and Tribulations of The Making of Malcolm X " by Spike
Lee with Ralph Wiley
40. Outstanding Literary
Work, Children's "SoJourner
Truth: Ain't I A woman?"
by
I
Patricia C. McKissack & Frederick McKissack
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and remains the highly-treasured trophy that is awarded
today.
Born of deep discontent and
frustration, the Awards were
created as a way to pay tribute
to those individuals and companies that support positive
change for African-Americans
in the entertainment industry._
NAACP IMAGE AWARDS

HISTORY
And the list of luminaries
who have been celebrated continues to grow Sammy Davis,
Jr. was later joined by Quincy
Jones, Ella Fitzgerald, Stevie
Wonder, The Jackson Five,
Diana Ross,... and on and on.

Now, for the eighth year, the
Awards will be televised on
NBC. The initial television
broadcast was due to the
efforts of former NAACP
branch president Willis
Edwards, who urged NBC's
then-president Brandon Tartikoff to air the first show. The
first five televised shows were
made possible through the support of fonner executive pro-
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FREE MUSIC
Win a free Shyhelm or Mellow album by mailing this form
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:C hronic Myopi Hinders NCAA's Dealings With BC~
BY LELAND STEIN SPORTS

lation
reach
beyond the academic environment and into our
urban communities. The messages
that youngsters are
receiving is one of
exclusion. Yet it is
clear that legislation continues to be pushed forward without regard for those
who might suffer the consequences of it."
In interviewing the coaches
one-on-one, I could see and feel
their words were heartfelt and
they truly believed in what they
were doing. But when I read stories that question their motives
and integrity, I can't help but
wonder why?
Why can't people take for
face value the issues they have
brought to the table without
clouding the picture with nonrelated analogies? After all,
most of these men and women
coach at some of the most prestigious universities in America;
and have stood the test of time,
played by the rules, labored
within the NCAA system.
Can all of these Americans
have deceitful motives - there
are over 3,000 members in the
BCA - and have an agenda other
than the one outlined?
I say no way. Let's address
the issues these outstanding men
and women have outlined at
face value.
Scholar T.J. Liggett says that
many Americans suffers from
"Chronic Myopia" and an
"inability to see beyond their
own doorstep."
Myopia is a condition which
enables a person to see the
immediate (thus the NCAA's
insistence on scholarship reductions as a means to decrease
cost) and the near, but leaves
that same person (the NCAA)
with a defective vision of distant
objects (the youth the scholarships service).
It is estimated the cost of a
single scholarship is $15,000,
that represents 0.001 or 1/1000
· ,'

.EDITOR

~ nterviews with
'Thompson, Chaney,
Raveling and Stringer,
highlight the BCA's
concerns. Black
Coaches Delay Boycott.
In recent weeks, the Black
-Coaches Association (BCA) and
'bthers have made visible their
~issatisfaction with the NCAA
and Presidents Commission's
continued push of careless and
loosely constructed legislation Prop 48 and it's subsequent riders - that in their mind improves
the process; budget reductions,
collegiate athletic academics,
graduation rates , number of
coaches, scholarship qualifications, etc.
In particular, the recent rejection of the return of the 14th
scholarship to men's Division I
basketball, at the NCAA convention, moved the BCA to consider boycotting games, which
coincided with Martin Luther
King Jr. 's birthday.
The planned boycott was put
on the back-burner after the U.S.
Justice Department publicly
~ offered to mediate in the dispute
'
with the NCAA. The NCAA has
~ot yet accepted the offer.
~
After listening to sports talk
~ shows and reading fellow writers, concerning the BCA's inten~ tions, it appears many people
~ have missed the point in all this.
t . I interviewed many of the
BCA's coaches in Chicago, and
. Jhis is what they said about their
s~asons for taking a stand at this
~point:
"There is a growing concern
~among all of us about the elimi• nation of African-American
~ ds, in particular low income
i kids,'' said Georgetown coach
~John Thompson. "I think many
~ ds that come from low income
·,settings have not been provided
~

..

!

J

John Chaney
with the same opportunities as
other kids. A number of scholarship opportunities are being cut,
and with less opportunities and
restrictive admittance. . .Who's
left out?"
Vivian Stringer, Iowa's
women's basketball coach,
shared her thoughts: "We are
attempting to have a show of
unity to demonstrate our concern with what's happening in
the educational system through
athletics. The scholarships are
an educational vehicle for our
children. It's imponant that all
youth be given the proper
opportunities to have every
chance to succeed."
Added George Raveling,
coach at USC: "With the
absence of eQuitv in the NCAA's
regulatory processes, far to
often, NCAA legislation has
proven to have a negative
impact on the African-American
student athlete."
"Why are these issues important to you?" I asked.
"We are saying education is
imponant, but so is athletics,"
explained John Chaney, head
coach at Temple University. "It
has a great influence on other
youngsters and a great influence
in terms of whether they become
productive citiuns or not.
"They (the NCAA and Presidents Commission) are depriving our kids of an aspiration levef .
that everyone of them needs to
have.· All the studies show very
clearly that through higher education the youth gain entry into
society and become viable contributors into that society, and I
sports may be the vehicle to get :
them here."
Added Rav.eling: '"The ramifications of certain NCAA legis-

of an athletic deparbnents annual budget.
So, it is not really the money
the NCAA is standing firm on,
but a lack of vision and a
Myopic condition that obscures
their ability to even begin to
want to understand the BCA's
concerns and see the long-tenn
consequences of their shortsighted narrow agenda.
Are the college Presidents who are at the top of our educational system - and NCAA officials suffering from ' Chronic

Myopia'???
The expansion of the
NCAA's vision would allow
them to see what Chaney and
Thompson knows so well.
"I think they know," said
Chaney. "We have expressed our
ideas and concerns many times,
but do they really care?"
Added Thompson: ''This (the
scholarship opportunities) isn't
something that just relates to
athletic participation or basketball . ..This affects our kids,
because athletics has always
been the main vehicle that we
have been given. And until they
devise other alternative s for
impoverished kids to come away
from their problems, we can't be
disinterested in college athletics
- and this does not mean to say
athletics is the only way out, but
it is a vehicle."
As an engineering graduate, I
know colleges adjust their curriculums to fit what the manufacturing sector wants. Since
basketball generally earns it's
way, why can't that sector be
treated likewise and address the
coaches concerns at face value?-;

The kids that make their way
down that educational path via
athletics - seven out of ten times
- come out as better people from
the experience. I know. . . mf ·
father was a coach and he
changed many lives through athletics.
Raveling also knows, saying:
" Coaches can relate innumerable stories about students who
have proven to be diamonds in
the rough when given the opportunity for achievement and a
chance to catch-up and compete
(re. Lorenzo Orr of USC,
Russell White of California, and
thousands more across the country)."
"What is the BCA really
about?" I inquired.
Says Raveling: "The BCA's
mission statement is: 'We are a
group that is deeply concerned
and totally committed to youth.
When our children wake up in
the morning and they look out at
the world from a tip-toe stance,
they need to see real opportunities, caring individuals, and a
friendlier universe.'"
Why has the situation
reached a crisis point to where a
boycott is even necessary?
"Collectively we are looking
to improve the process and
increase
opportunities,"
explained Stringer. "Cenainly
we don't want to eliminate
opportunities. Moreover, opportunities have been few and far
between in the first place."
Continued Thompson:
" With all the crime, drugs and
social unrest going on. . .it's the
worst time in the world to do
what we are doing (eliminating

scholarship opportunities), and
one of the purposes of our educational institutions should be to
have a direct affect on what's
going on in our society".
Chaney concurred, saying:
" If you are going to service
youth and the community, then
higher education has to address
the needs of all."
I know many of the coaches
have worked on committees,
written letters, attended conventions, educated themselves and
generally done the right things.
But, somehow their voices, have ;
-cortinually fallen on deaf ears. ,
"The coaches in the BCA
have operated within the system
for all their coaching careers'.',"
noted Raveling. "Now, we haye
reached a point whe re we
believe th system has failed the
African-American student athlete. We don't have the sa~e
kind of trust 'i n the system th~t
we once had. There is a growing
body of evidence that the system
has lost respect fo{ the African-,
American."
Maybe the system has lost
some respect, but what hinders
the Presidents Commission and
NCAA from building·a shared
Vision with the BCA is a disease·called 'Cbronic Myq,i.a'.
Is there a cure?
Well, the BCA is in th~ la~
searching for an antidote, whil~
many youths across America are
banking on their discovery.
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~~~~~-~~~_;~~~~..

'91 RANGER
C..iom WhMI-. -

9112312 !OtMN7'S

$8,999

i9PONTINACGRANDAM
4

Dr. c:u, IDfflwhl. & ..... PIii
Cou.
STKU211 ,VNH 72722

$18,999

Oiikl - $ 8.00

'93 NISSAN ALTIMA

Aulcmado, pl•.-tng, air . _

Auto, p.w1nc1-.,p1a,
Am/Fm C.• ,d• ...,_..

Auto, p/a air - .dldon'"9,

cldonmo

STI( 12436 SERI 4":11 to

$5,999

STK r.2219 VNI -

$10,999

4480 CHINO HILLS PKWY, CHINO

"DANCE IMMEOIATELY FOLLOWING Feb. 5 show

y

'92OLDS curuss

&IIIJEC't TO i-M>A ULE.PU.eTM,UC & 000 FEEi. ODODlWlllUCl4
7.tMI u u a f'ftJCEI DO NOT PERTMN TO LU1UL
"ON 1 8.ECTED Ill OOIU fftlWCMI i ,10M • Clfl}S l;W Al"NIDWI)
CAEOITKC"OEAt.DI. FOflKTAU
. . EM., . . . . . . ,.,,...,

Adult -$11.00
All Box Seats · $1S.OO

$10 J)@r pernon, 21yrs. and older.
RAMADA INN 6URBANK · 2900 N. San Fernaudo Blvd. • Burbank. CA 91504

'9'HIAZDA 323

A.ldcan-Amedcan Owned

(909) 393-9331

am/Im - •

STK'2422 SE/It 107414

$4,999

I

.'
.

, ..; ,

.

~ ~

.

-

... , .

.. .

. ·. ..
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Raiders Were Just Off, But Still Hav~,~ Sol_id Squad
BY LELAND STEIN-SPORTS
EDITOR

, ,

•!;

::::
; ,·
:

yards (86 came on Tim Browns
touchdown catch from Jeff
Hostetler). You can't win with
Although the Raiders lost 29- those numbers.
Still, the Silver & Black had
23 to the Buffalo Bills in the
;AFC playoffs, they can find a shot, but they could not stay
'solace in the fact that they could on side. They enacted an incredhave won the game - and proba- ible five encroachment penal' *,bly should have.
ties. Four came in the crucial
', In loosing a 17-13 halftime second have. Three resulted in
,:'lead and a 23-22 fourth quarter first downs for Buffalo.
·•''a dvantage, the Raiders did
Most damaging was the offside call on veteran Howie
themselves in.
~: The conservative second half Long, that turned a third-and-6
·• play calling against a eight man into a third-and-I that the Bill
'<Buffalo front ensured the converted. With only four min;:•offense's failure. The offense utes remaining in the fourth
had just one first down in the quarter, the Raiders never saw
·-second half, gaining only 120 the football again, as the Bills

ran out the clock on the Raiders
season.
A prior offside by Long led
to the Bills game winning score.
As if killing themselves was
not enough, a questionable call
by an official did in the Raiders
as well.
After the Raiders had run up
a 17-6 lead with less than 2 minutes remaining in the first half,
Torin Dorin was flagged for a
37-yard pass interference penalty that led to a Thurman Thomas
8-yard touchdown run, reducing
the Raiders advantage to 17-13.
The Raiders have a quality
football team and should not
enter into wholesale changes.

:\Jordan To Play For The White Sox?
~i3y LELAND STEIN - SPOIUS
• EDITOR
A' Talk about Michael Jordan
rrplaying baseball this year for the
" Chicago White Sox has turned
Jserious, at least according to the
1
• Airman, soon to be the Batman.
<i,
"I want to go to spring training for one reason, and that's to
make the team," Jordan told the
' Chicago Tribune. "This is no
: rantasy...My father thought I
- , •could be a major league baseball
' player, and I'm sure that right
now he can see me trying."
The ru_mors started flying,
. because Jordan has been work. ing out five days a week at
· Comiskey Park recently, hitting
in the batting cage.
The media and even some
White Sox's officials are wary
about letting Jordan come to
Spring training because they
think it will create a circus
atmosphere down there (in
Florida), and besides. how can
he play major league ball, he
hasn't played baseball competitively since high school.
I say, what's the big deal?
The Airman is a great athlete, and if anyone can pull this

feat off, it's him.
Can you
imagine the Airman coming to a
ball park and
turning into Batman? With his
leaping ability
and super handeye-c o o rd ination, isn't he
worth a long
look if he is
really serious
about this?
At the very
least, he could
step right in and
be a defensive
presence. There
are many players in the game
that are there for
that purpose
only,
aren't Michael Jordan has the baseball look, as
there?
he throws out the first pitch at a White
I can name Sox's game last year.
one right now,
Who knows what he would do
Gary Pettis. He lasted in the big
if given the time and opportunity
leagues at' least 6 years.
The White Sox would be to try.
Based on the Airman's
crazy to not accept Jordan's
renowned
competitive juices and
challenge and do all they can to
energy, I wouldn't bet against
assist him in his transfonnation.
him.

{~t~

~ ' •><s .At.
.
.~•·· . / L
•
❖
Number one on their off season agenda should be the signing of Brown. Whatever it takes,
just do it. Then it wouldn't be a
bad idea to rethink the offensive
and defensive schemes. Taking
advantage of their mobile and
first linebackers, using more
blitzes and defensive looks that
will help the talented front four
put more pressure on the opposing teams' quarterbacks.
The offensive should somehow integrate Rocket Ismail into
the fray and think about taking at times - what a defense gives
them. And this is not to suggest
doing away with the vertical
game.
In retrospect, the Raiders
made a gallant comeback from a
7-9 season, to get to the point of
seriously entertaining thoughts
of making the Super Bowl. Next WIii the Raiders use Rocket lsmall llke Cleveland uses
year could possibly be even bet- Eric Metcalf next year? Metcalf scored the game winning
touchdown two years In a row against the Raiders
ter.

1

-PHOTOiSam Ja-BVN

The Sliver & Black could not corral Jim Kelly llke they did Denver's John Elway, using a
basic four man front.
• HOTG'Gary Montgom•ry-BVN

Celebrating
22 Years,
...
' '

.,

,

-

(909) 274 - 6694
(909) 784 - 1493

<Beginning <:Eublishing & 7u:hnology
Consulting, Typesetting, Sales &
Desktop Publishing
Dan J . Jackaon
1040 S. Mt. Vernon #146
Colton, CA 92324

tt

-- ··-

TOMAR -ALTY

I

Pager:
Mess./Fax:

-

Pager: (909) 274 - 6694

L cl: [) J)00[)UCTIO~i
l)J.'S f'O[) ML OCCMIOl!lij\
Weddings, Banquets, Fashion !itows,
Anniversaries, Proms, & Dances

Dan Jackson
(909) 784 - 1493

Ji·~

Leon Batiste
(909) 313 - 53.3.5

-.

ACRES •

....\:.:... ...

-

..

..

KLAMATH FALLS, OREGON

SUNNY ARIZONA

2.5

.

$3,950

2.3

ACRES •

$4,750

North of Lake Havasu at
Yucca near Ford Motors.
County road. Mobile
homes O.K . Color-ido
River recreation. $100
down. $48.77/month 9%
interest.

Scenic
homesite.
Wooded area View, hunting, camping, fishing, skii ng .
$100 down.
$62.60/month. 9% interest.

SOUTH COLORADO

WEST TEXAS

eatillie's 4')lumnrial QI:ifapel
20
:::::11111111111111 ~~APl~a_...,ce
Wb;ere:;;:::C~ho;_.lc~esAr.__.e:=;:M--=ad;:;e
E_as::::iiiet 1111111111111::::::

Complete Funeral Servtc.e s
~~
.·
Cremations

ACRES •

$8,950

Near ski lift, lake, hinting,
fishing, camping . $100
down.
$95.11 / month.

10 ACRES

•

$4,900

Ri o
Grand e
River
Recreation. View, hunting, fishi ng, camping, river
raft riding. $100 down.
$59.90/month. 10% interest.

•Jr~)

- Burial Insurance
Prearranged· funeral planning

1 (818)- 733., 7900

(909) 889-0081

TOMAR REALTY

1557 West Basellne, San Bernardino

Darren C.. Polin, Sr. - Manager

\

14011

VENTURA BLVD.

#307 -

SHERMAN OAKS,

CA 9142

.

..
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Martin Luther King Students Winning ·Essays
1st Place Winner
By Alicia Estrada
; Who was Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr.? He was a hero. A
man of God and a man of
action. He was also a man of
peace with a dream for everyone. Manin was a fighter. He
fought people who used guns
311d bombs against him. Martin did not use guns and
bombs: he used words and
ideas. He believed words and
jdeas were stronger than
}Veapons.
; Martin fought for fair laws,
.an end to hate and a better life

those laws.
In school Martin learned that
he wanted to become a Black
minister. He wanted to serve
his people. He wanted to be
like Mr. Gandhi of India. He
believed he could serve and
guide .his people without violence. Martin was a good student, being the best in his
classes. While he was at
Boston University, he met Correna Scott. They were married
on June 18, 1953. They moved
to Montgomery, Alabama and
he became pastor of the Dexter
Avenue Church.
Martin became a very strong
civil rights leader, helping people like Rosa Parks. He
worked for the Montgomery
bus boycott as well as many
other civil rights activities. Dr.
King preached that people
should fight with calm and loving dignity. He always had a
dream that all people could
work and live together in
peace. Before that dream could
be realized, Dr. King was shot.
It has been 25 years since Dr.

for all Americans. Thousands
of people knew he was right
and thousands of people followed him. Slowly America
began to change. Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. lost his life in
the fight to change America,
but his words and ideas live on.
Martin was born in his home
in Atlanta Georgia, January 15,
1929 on a cold gray Tuesday.
When Martin was a boy, he
was hit in the head many times
but was never seriously hurt.
He was also a witness to the
formation of the "Jim Crow"
laws in the south. He understood why many people hated

King's assassination, but his
dream lives on and we now celebrate his birthday.

2nd Place Winner
Virginia Lopez
What did this .man do and
what was the meaning of his
birth? Some people wonder
what would earth be like now if
he wasn't born. Like, would
there be slaves and would children be able to go to school ·
together and drink out of the
same drinking fountain?
Would we have to walk on different sides on the sidewalk?
Dr. Martin Luther King was
one of those people you would
like and knew he was going to
do something so good that you
wouldn't want him to die. But
how sad are you just knowing
they will die for doing something right now.
All people should honor him
and thank him for helping us
understand that all people
should be treated equal. So if I
were Black, White, Mexican,

Chinese, Hawaiian or whatever
I would know that if I had the
same qualification as another
person, I would and should be
paid the same. Dr. Manin let
us know that we should all be
treated equally. If a man were
to do something wrong and
another man did the same, both
should be treated the same.
Now we don't sit in the back
of a bus because of your color.
You don't have to walk on one
side of a sidewalk because of
your color. You don't get paid
differently if you have the same
job and qualification as another
person.

Dr. Manin Luther King had
a dream, and if he were alive
now h~ would be so happy to-: ~--:
know that we all are treatecL: ;_:.':,
equal-and judged by our ch,ar- ··: '
acter not by the color of our
skin. Dr. Manin Luther King
did the best thing he could do • . : ! ,
inside of the law: but still the(.. ; . : . ,
never listened until after he ,. · , 1
died. So many people' don't 1 , •
.
. .r-•, ..'
want to 11sten
w h en t here is.,
time until it's to late. So now.:. '.
we must learn to listen and do- > ,
the right thing before it's tocC, . :
late. Wake up and listen Amer-" ". ~
ica, before it's too late.
.... :,. .·;, .,,

Winners receive 4 passes to Santa's Village.

Utility Payments
Money Orders

•Western Union
I
• Fax and Postal Services

-1 /-.,I'.
We take care of all your check cashing needs >-'1.,.
~i:Y.,

1574 Baseline, #105 (909) 383-8464

~~~!:~-~S:a~n~B~er~n~ar~di~'n~o~,~C:A~9~24~1~1~_J
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BANKING ON AMERICA®

J

As a CHILD, you never gave a ,

~lJ

thought to how your PARENTS

Debra Renee Jeter, Artist, presents one of her latest
creations, "SISTAH II SISTAH." A hand-painted piece
of wearable art. The up In - coming local artist says
"Black Art Is beautiful, expressive, Inspiring,
ethnically rich, satisfying and besides good
Investment. Everyone should experience and know
the visual diaries of the African-Americans." She and
many other artists will be exhibiting their works
during February and March.

Rio.Vista From

~\1.~

I

could do so muc·h with so little. As

F)P:~:-~.

an ADULT·

Many feel the reason for the teacher's dismissal is they disagreed
with the Principal on many occasions. "She disagreed with my
teaching methods, the material I used and sent me to observe another classroom," said Teacher #1 .
The schools have been receiving extra money for children who
cannot score above the 36 percentile, they are mostly Black, Brown
and/or poor. Parents have long said the incentive is not to teach our
children. The state tried to rectify the problem by givmg incentives a few years ago but the lions' share of the money that comes
from the federal government comes in for "identified students."
Seymour said he is watching the Rio Vista School situation closely.
Recently he went on campus and noticed the kids had only one
bathroom to use. "What if one of the kids had the runs, what would
they do? The bathroom is/has been used for storage, this is why it
was closed."
Most recently, parents have been talking about the quality of education at the school.
Rio Vista Principal, Carolyn Livingston, admitted she used a
Non-Cenificated Standard English Tutor to teach a classroom for an
entire day.
Barbara Spears-Kidd, Director of Communications and
spokesperson said, "yes it happened but it doesn't nonnaUy happen.
Eight teachers were out and there were no substitutes. She had no
choice but to leave the Aide in the classroom." Reportedly the
school has five Cenificated persons without classes including the
Principal. Routinely, Non-Certificated persons take over the class,
said an unidentified person. Spears said, ''the Tutor was monitored ·
by the Principal." Allegedly the teacher went to the District Office
in protest, reportedly she had gone to a mandated meeting.
Critics say she has a double standard, one for Blacks and one for ·
Whites. Kidd disagrees and said, "Livingston feels she does not.
have an adversarial relationship with the Black community."
Charles Seymour, a recent candidate for the Board of Trustees :
said, I think we need to re-open the NAACP case. I think Judge:
Egley's ruling was to desegregate the students and the staff. I don't:
see where they (District) have done that. There is no one to pitch for·
;those who are at risk.
- Parents have often had disagreements with the policies. "The
policies she put in place are not friendly," said one unidentified per- f
son. "The children had to be prescreened by the school secretary
.'before they could see the Health Aide. If the secretary felt it wasn't
necessary but the teacher did, then Livingston would intervene,
<before taking them to the Health Aide. "My child was having an
.asthma attack and the secretary sent her back to the classroom. The '
teacher brought her back. She had to sit on the bench, from IO a.m.
to 12 p.m. because another policy removed the cot from the nurses
office," said Marshall-Morris. "The school didn't even call me. It
· :wasn't until my sister happened to go pick up her child that she saw
mine in the office and detennined she was sick." The Health Aide
iwas blamed for the incident and transferred to another school. Parents complain that the children have to lay on the floor when they
are not feeling well because there is no cot in the office.
...- Livingston has done some good things for the school. " She has
~ood discipline, there is a sense of control with the children, and she
handled the children well during the shootings," said Morris.
• Kidd said they could not comment on the teachers' dismissal.
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CONTROL.
Your parents raised and educated you and your

complicat e d.

brothers and sisters on a fraction of what you ' re
making now.
The magic
that

they

I

But now , you can l e arn

how to tak e mor e control and make your
money work

The F/,V.\i\/CIAL 1~·/1//POWERMENT SEMINARS
1-800 -789- BofA x 200

harder and
stretch farther

worked was all about managing their financ es.

. ..

at th e F in a n c i a l E mpow e rm_ent Seminars.

' ) .A

Today. money management is a bit more

Topics will include:

'f

.

• -=-• •.
~

•Real Control With R eal Estate - February 1st a nd 15 th
,

I

•Financ ing F o r Your Growing Bus in ess - Feb ruary 2nd a nd 16t h
•Managing Your Investme nts - Fe bruary 3rd a nd 17th

All seminars will be held at The Univ e r s ity H i lt o n H ot e l , 3 5 4 0 S o.uth Fi g ueroa ,
Los Angeles, from 6:30-9:30 p.m .

.,..,..

And while you learn to take control of your financ ia l future, you can e ns ure a future for someone e lse.

~' -11"<
~,,:,...

·

Bank of America will make a don a tion to the United N egro College Fund for each person who atte nd s.

1

For details on each seminar call 1-800-789-BofA x 200 .

m

Bank of America

© 1994 Bank of America NT&SA. Member FDIC.
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Legals & Classifieds
: :Black Voice News

SECRETARY
POLICE
CITY OF COLTON
OFFICERS
$1,976 - $2,402 per UC Riverside has two
'
month
full-time positions
Minimum quallflcatlons:
Education:
Equivalent to graduation from high school.
Experience: Three
years of responsible
secretarial or office
administrative experience. Business or
secretarial school
training Is desirable.

License or eenmcate:

"SEALED BID FOR CON•
STRUCTION OF DINAH
SHORE AND PLUMLEY
ROAD INTERSECTION
IMPROVEMENTS AND SIG•
NALIZATION °DO NOT
OPEN WITH REGULAR
MAIL".

Agency reserves the right
available for Police The
to reject any or all bids, to
Officers.
For a waive any Irregularity, to
detailed Job descrip- accept any bid or portion
tion or more Informa- thereat, and to take al I bids
under advisement for a period
tion, visit the UCR otforty-flve
(45) days.
Employment Office at
1160 University Ave., By ORDER or the City
Suite C, Riverside, CA Council of the City of
92521. The Job Line Cathedral City.
this 5th day of January
number Is (909) 787· Dated
1994.
3127. The position lp/V13/20/M
wlll remain open untll
fllled and an ellglbllHy CITY OF CATHEDRAL
11st wlll be maintained CITY
NOTICE INVITING SEALED
for future openings. BIDS
EOE M/F/D.
FOR

Possession.of, or ability to obtain, a valld
Callfornla Class "C"
driver's
llcense.
DATE PALM DRIVE AND
APPLICATIONS WILL
30TH A VENUE SIGNALIZA•
BE
DISTRIBUTED
TION
BEGINNING AT 7:00
A.M., MONDAY, JANULOVE STARTS
PUBLIC NOTICE IS HEREARY 24, 1994.
BY GIVEN that the City at
HERE
Cathedral City, as AGENCY,
Appl y by 6:00 PM,
Call 1·900-820-0054 Invites sealed bids for the
February 7, 1994
above stated project and will
City
of
Colton Ext 9064 2.99 per min. receive such bids In the offices
Personnel Department must be 18 yrs. Pro. at the City Clerk located at
650 N. La Cadena Call Co. (602-631- 35-325 Date Palm Drln,
Cathedral City, up to the llour
Drive, Colton, CA 0615.
at 2:30 p.m. on the 3rd day at
February, 1994, al which dme

92324

370-5062

(909)

they wlll publicly be opened
- - - t - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 and read aloud.

AA/EOE

CITY OF CATHEDRAL
CITY
NOTICE INVITING SEALED
BIDS
FOR
DINAR SHORE AND PLUM,
LEY ROAD
INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENTS AND SIGNALIZA•
TION
PUBLIC NOTICE IS HERE; BY GIVEN that the City of
( ,C atlaednl City, as A~ENCY,
1 Invites 11aled bids for the
'a bove stated project and wlll
, ,receive IUda bids ID the offices
,fll the City Clerk located at
35- 325 Date Palm Drive,
Cathednl City, up to die hollr
or 2:00 pm. oa the 3rd day of
Fellruary, 1994. at wblda dme
they wlU publldy be opened
and read aloud.

con.._

The wwk to be dollt
offumlshlng all raaterlal,::
equipment, tools, labor and
· lnddentals as required by tJae
Spedflcadons and Contract
Documents for the above stat•
ed project. The &eaeral Items
atwortt to be done hereunder
consisls orwldealng Dlnall
' Shore Drln at Plumley Road,
· lnstaJUng traffic llanallzadon
at the Intersection and per•
forming other work pertaining
· to the project.
: Coples of said Plans,
• Spedflcatlons, and Contract
Doaaments are available from
the AGENCY upoa payment
or a $50.00 nonrefundable fee
($75.00 If malled).
Each Bidder wlU be required
to submit with his bid, a certl·
fled check, cashier check or
bid bond of the prescribed
form and made payable to the
City of Cathedral City for an
amount equal to at least ten
(109') percent at the amount
bid, such guaranty to be for.
felted should the bidder to
whom the contract Is awarded
fall to furnish the payment and
performance bonds, lnsunnce
certlflcates, and other required
documents and to enter Into a
co,tract with the City within
10 working days after the
Notke of Award Is deposited
In the mall or personally dellv•
ered to the bidder.
A Payment Bond la the
amount of fifty percent (509')
or the total contract amount
and a Performance Bond In an
amount equal to one hundred
percent (1009') of the total
contract amount sllall be
required concurnatly with the
execution of the contract and
shall be In the form set forth In
these contract documents.
Any contract entered Into pursuant to this notice wlll lncor•
porate die provisions of the
State Labor Code.
Compllaace with the prevaU•
Ing rates of wages and appren•
tlceshlp employment !ibndardl
establlslled by the State
Director at Industrial
Reladons wlU be required.
The Agency has obtained from
the Director the Department
at Industrial Reladons the 1en•
eral prevalllng rate of per
diem wages and the general
prevalllng nte for holiday and
overtime work In the locality
In wlllch the work Is to be per•
formed for each craft, daslllfl•
cadon, or type at worker need·
eel to oecute the contract.
Coples of the prevailing wage
rates are OIi Ille at the office at
the City Clerk aad are avall•
able to Interested parties upon
request.

or

.;

.

: '. Affirmative action to ensure
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against discrlmlnaUon In
employment practices on the
basis ofnce, color, national
origin, ancestry, sex, or rell•
glon wlU also be required.
The AGENCY hereby afflrma•
d,ely ensures that minority
business enterprises wlll be
afforded full opportunity to
submit bids In response to this
aotke and will not be clllCl"iml•
nated against on the basis of
race, color, naUonal origin,
ancestry, sex, or religion In
any conslderaUon leading to
the award at contract.
This project Is subject to
Federal Regulations regarcllng
the uae of Disadvantage
Bullness Enterprises (DBE's).
A DBE goal ot 109' has been
edabllshecL Detore contract
award, the contractor mlllt
111bmlt evidence to the Agency
tllat the MBE &oal ha been
met, In that good faith efforts
were made to meet the goal
prior to the submittal of the
bid.

The work to be done consists
at furnishing all materials,
equipment, tools, labor and
Incidentals as required by the
Spedfk.atlons and Contnct
Documents for the above stat•
ed project. The general Items
at work to be done hereunder
consisls of Installing traffic slg·
nallzatlon at the lntenectlon of
Date Palm Drive and 30th
Avenue and performln& other
work pertaining to the project.
Coples of said Plans,
Speclficadons, and Contract
Documents are avallable from
the AGENCY upon payment
at a $50.00 nonrefundable fee
($75.00 If malled).
Each Bidder wlll be required
to submit wltb Ills bid, a c:ertJ.
fled check, cashier check or
blcl bGINl of Ille pr-1bed
form and made payable to tile
City at Cathednl City for an
amount equal to at least ten
(109') pernnt of the amount
bid,
guannty to be for•
felted should the bidder to
whom the contract Is awarded
fall to furnlsll tbe payment and
performance bonds, Insurance
certificates, aad other required
documents and to enter Into a
contract with the City within
10 working days after the
Nodce at Award Is deposited
In the raall or pe~ally dellv•
ered to the bidder.

erly llcemed.

A pre-bid meeting Is IICheduled
for 10:00 Lm, on January r,,
1994 at City Hall, 35325 Date
Palm Drl,e, Cathedral City,
California, 92234. This meet•
Ing Is to Inform DB's at sub•
contracting and material sup•
ply opportunldes. Bidden'
attendance at this meeting II a
prerequisite for denionstradng
reasonable effort to obtain DB
partklpadon.
The Improvement contemplated In the perfomiance of this
contract Is a Federal Aki
Improvement over which the
State of Callforala lhall exer•
clse general supervision. Tbe
State of California therefore
lhaU have tJae right to - e
full and direct control o¥er
this contract whenever the
State of California, at H's sole
discretion, mall determine tbat
Its responsibility to the U• lted
States IO requires. In sucb
cases, the State Contrad Ad
will govern.
This project hu a conslnlctlon
period ot !JO CALENDAR
DAYS, and $500 per calendar
day liquidated damages.
The contract doaaments call
for monthly progrea pay•
ments based upon the enal•
neer's estimate of the percent•
age of work completed. Tbe
City wlll retain 10 pen:nt or
each progress payment •
1ecUrlty for completion at the
balance of work.
Pllnuant to Section 22300 of
the Public Contract Code, the
contractor may elect to receive
1009' of all paym•ts due,
without retention by the
Agency, by deposldng securl·
des at equivalent mue with
the Agency or with a state or
federally daartered bank as
e9Cl'OW agenL Alternadvely,
the coetnctor may elect to
have payment of retentions
earned made to an approved
escrow qent, at the expense or
the contnctor.
A Payment Bond In the
amount offlfty percent (509')
al the total contrad amount
and a Performance Bond In an
amount equal to one hundred
percent (1009') ot the total
contract amo• nt shall be
required concurrendJ with the
aec:udon of the contract aacl
lhall be In the fonn let forth In
these contract documents.

r

Tbls business Is conducted by
an Individual.
Registrant hu not yet begun to
transact business name or
names listed herein.
ls/WIiiiam G. Owens
Tbe tlllng or this statenient
does not of lblelf authorize the
use In this state of a nctldous
buslnea name In violation ot
the rights at anotlter under
federal, state, or common law
(,ec. 14400 ET. SEQ B & P
code)
Statanent fllecl wltb the cou• ty
clerk at riverside county on
December 23, 1993.
I llereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy at the original
statement on Ille In my office.
WIIIIDI E. Conerly, County
Clerk
Fie NO. !>38501
lp/1/26,27;2/3,lo,/1994

BERNITA S. LEON
562Athens
Riverside, CA !>2507

JEANT. MARZE'ITE
562Athens
Riverside, CA !>2507
This business Is conducted by
Co-Partnen.
Registrant commeacecl to
transact business under the fie.
dtlous business name or names
listed above on 3°19!>3.
ls/Bernita S. Leoa
The flllng of this statement
odes not of Itself authorize the
COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE
use In this state at a flctldous
business name In vloladon of
NOTICE TO CONTRAC•
the rights of a • other under
TORS
federal, state, or common law
INVITING SEALED BIDS
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b & p code)
Statement flied with the county
PUBLIC NOTICE IS HERE·
derk of Rl,erslde County on
BY GIVEN that Operation
December 8, 11>!>3.
Safehouse, Inc. of Rl,enlcle,
I hereby certify that this copy
California, a private no• -proflt Is a correct copy of the ortgl nal
corporadon wlll receive sealed
statement on file In my office.
proposals at the offices the
WILLIAM E. CONNERLY,
Rlvenlde County F.c:onOllllc
County Clerk
Development Agency located at FIie No. !>38141
349!> Tenth Street, Riverside,
lp/Vl6/IJ/20/211!>4
Callfornla 92501 to perform
the work as follows:

or

QUALIFIED CONTRAC·
TORS ARE INVITED TO
SUBMIT A PROPOSAL FOR
THE FURNISHING OF ALL
LABOR, MATERIALS,
EQUIPMENT, TRANS•
PORTATION, TOOLS AND
APPURTENANCFS NECESSARY TO PERFORM THE
CONSTRUCTION WHICH
CONSISTS OF ADDffiONS
AND ALTERATIONS TO
THE EXISTING OPERA·
TION SAFEHOUSE SHEL·
TER FACILITY.
MANDATORY PRE-BID
CONFERENCE- A mandato•
ry Pre-bid Conference shall be
held at Operation Safehouse,
9685 Hayes Street, Riverside,
CA at 2:00 PM on Friday,
February 4, 11>!>4. All contrac•
tors wlslllng to submit bids will
be required to attend this con•
ferenc:e.
BID DUE DATE- All proposall r.st be recelftd at the
offlce at the Riverside Couaty
Emnomk Development
Agency no lala' than 3:00 PM,
Tbunday, February 10, 1994,
with the Cost Breakdown and
Subcontractors List submitted
at 4:00 PM on this same date,
at which dme bids wlll be pub•
llcly opened and reacl.

Bids must be prepared on the
approved propmal forms In
conformance with the
Instruct.Ion to Bidders and
submitted In a sealed envelope
Prime contractors must pos•
plalnly marked on the outside _
a nlld Genenl
"SEALED BID FOR CON•
Englneert111 Contnctors
STRUCTION
OF DATE
REGISTRATION OF CON•
License (Class A), C•U
PALM AND 30TH A VENUE
TRACTORS- Before submit•
Earthwork and Paving
TRAmC SIGNAL DRIVE·
Ung bids, contractors shall be
Specialty license, or a C-10
DO NOT OPEN WITH REG·
llcemed In accordance with the
traffic signal specialty.
ULARMAIL" .
provisions of Chapter !>,
Subcontracors must be propDivision 3 of the Business and
erty licensed.
The Agency reserves the right
Profession Code.
Any contract entered Into pur•
to reject any or all bids, to
A pre-bid meeting Is scheduled
suant to this nodce wlll lncor•
wain any Irregularity, to
SECURING DOCUMENTSfor 10:00 Lm. on Janual"f 27,
porate the provisions of the
accept any bid or pordoa
Plans and spedtlcadons wW be
1994 at City Hall, 35325 Date
State Labor Code.
thereat, and to take all bids
avallable from Herron and
Pahn Drive, Cathedral City,
Compliance with the prevail•
under advisement for a period
RumanllOff Architects, Inc..
California, 92235. Tbls meet•
Ing ntes of wages ud appren•
ot forty-fln (45) days.
530 St. Johns Place, Hemet,
Ing Is to Inform DB's of sub•
tkeshlp employment standards
California 92543, (!>O!>) 652•
contractln& and material supestablished by the State
By ORDER at the City
4431.
ply opportunltlea. Bidden'
Director of Industrial
Council of the City of
V13,20/1994
attendance at Ibis meeting Is a
Cathedral City.
Relatlom will be fflllllred.
prerequisite for demomtradng
Dated this 5th day of January
ORDER FOR PUBLICA·
reuonable tffort to obtain DB
1994.
.
Tbe Agency bu obtained from
TIONS OF SUMMONS OR
participation.
the Director of the Department lp/VIJ/20/94
CITATION
at Industrial Relations the gen•
SUPERIOR COURT OF CAL·
TIie Improvement contemplat•
enl prevallln& nte orper
IFORNIA, COUNTY OF
ed In the performance at this
SUPERIOR COURT OF
diem wages and tbe general
RIVERSIDE
contract Is a Federal Aid
CALIFORNIA,
COUNTY
OF
prevallln1 nte for holiday and
RIVERSIDE FAMILY LAW
Improvement over which the
RIVERSIDE
overdme wortt In the locality
BRANCH
State of Callfornla shal exer,
CASE NO. 241966
In whlda the work II to be per•
CASE NUMBER 142426
d,e genenl mpenlslon. Tbe
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE
fonned for each craft, duslfl.
WILLIAM R. BARNE'IT VS.
State at Callfornla therefore
RE CHANGE OF NAME
cation, or type at wortcer need·
SHIRLEY WILLMAN
lhaD llave the rlpt to assume
(1277C.C.P)
eel to execute the contract.
full and direct control over
In re the Change at Name at
Coples of the prevailing wage
Upon reading and nllng evl•
this contract whenever the
Roberto Nuaro
rates are on flle at the offlce of
· dence.consisting of a dedaraState orCallfornla, at It's sole
PedUoner,
Yolanda
Ocampo
tlle City Clerk and are avall•
do• u provided In Section
dbcretlon, shall determine that
Rodriguez, •u ftled a pedtlon .
able to Interested parties upon
415.50 CCP by PETITIONER
lb responslblllty to the United
with
the
Clerk
of
this
court
for.
request.
WILLIAM R. BARNE'IT, and
States so req• lres. In such
an order changing applicant'•
It
satlsfadorlly appearing
cases, the State Contract Act
name fronl Roberto Navaro to
Afflrmadve action tq ensure
therefrom that the defendant,
wlll govern.
Roberto
Ocampo.
against dlscrlmlnadon In
respondent, or cltee SHIRLEY
IT IS ORDERED that all peremployment pnctlca on the
WILLMAN, cannot be served
This project ba a construction
sons Interested In the abovebasis at nee, color, national
with 1UM1able cllllgence la
period at !JO working days, and
endUed
matter
appear
before
origin, ancestry, sex, or rell•
any other manner specified In
$500 per calendar day llqul•
this court on January 25, 1994
glon will also be required.
article 3, Chapter 4, Title 5 at
dated damages.
at 8:30 a.m. In Department
the Code of CMI Procedure,
Law & Motion, located at
The AGENCY hereby affirm••
and It also appearing fronl the
The contract documents call
Dept. 3. 4050 Main Street
dvely ensures that minority
verified complaint or pelJdon
for 1110nthly progreas pay•
Riverside, CA, 92501 and
business e11terprl9es wlll be
that a good ca111e of adlon
111ents based upon the eagl•
show
cause,
I'
any,
why
the
afforded full opportunity to
exists In this action In favor of
aeer's estimate of the pernnt•
pedUon for change of name
submit bids In response to tbls
the plalnUff, petldoner, or cltee
age orwork completed. The
should not be granted.
notice and wlll not be dlllCliml•
therein and against the defen•
City wlll retain 10 percent of
IT
IS
FURTHER
ORDERED
nated against on the basis of
dant, respondent, or cltee and
each progress payment as
that
a
copy
of
this
order
to
race, color, nadonal origin,
that the said defendant,
leCUrlty for completion of the
show cause be published In
· ancestry, sex, or religion In
respondent, or dtee Is a necesbalance of work.
Riverside
County
Record
a
any consldentlon leading to
sary and proper party to the
newspaper
at
general
drcula•
the award at contract.
action or that the party to be
Pursuant to Section 22300 of
don published In Rlvenlde
,erved has or claims an Interest
the Public Contract Code, tlle
County, California, once a
This project II subject to
In, real or personal property In
contractor may elect to receive Federal Reguladons regarding
week for four suc:cessl,e weeks
this state that Is !lllbjed to the
lOOCJi of all pa7111eats due.
prior
to
the
date
let
for
hear•
the use of Dlsadvantaee
Jurisdiction of the Court or the
without retenUon by the
.
Ing
oa
the
petition.
Business Enterprises (DBE's).
relief demanded In the action
Ageacy, by depclllUng securi•
Dated: November 3, 1993
A DBE goal at 109' has been
consists wholly or In part In
des of equivalent.value with
VICTOR
MICELI
established. Before contract
ocludlng such party from any
the Ageacy or with a state or
Judge of the Superior Court
award, the contractor must
Interest In such property:
federally chartered bank as
/p/VD/20/94
submit evidence to the Agency
Now, on motion or WILLIAM
escrow agent. AltemaU,ely,
that the MBE goal ba been
R. BARNE'IT, IN PRO PER,
the contnctor may elect to
met, In that good faith efforts
Attorney(s) for the PlalnUff'(s),
FICTITIOUS BUSINFm
have payment of retentions
were made to meet the goal
~~~«:1'1er(s), or contestant(s),
NAME STATEMENT
earned made to an approved
prior to tile submittal of the
THE FOLLOWING PER•
escrow agent, at the expense at bid.
IT IS ORDERED that the ser•
SON(s) IS (are) DOING BUSI• vice of said summons or clta•
the contractor.
~AS:
tlon In this action be made
Prime contractors must posTOTHETOP
Bids must be prepared on the
upon said defendant, respon•
sess a nlld General
3830 Orange Stnet
approved proposal forms In
dent, or dtee by publlcadon
F.nglneerlng Contncton
Rlnnlde, CA 92507
conformance wit• the
thereof In BLACK VOICE a
License (Clals A), or a C-10
WIIU- Gerald Owens
Instruct.Ion to Bidden and
newspaper or general clrcula•
traffic signal specialty.
14780 Alba Way
submitted In a sealed envelope Subcontracors must be proptlon published at RIVERSIDE,
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
plainly marked on the outside
Calfomla, hereby designated

sue•

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following per-..i(s) ii (are)
doing business as:
GWMORTGAGE
2363!> Sunn7111ead Blvd.,
SulteF
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

NOTICE OF APPLICATION
FOR CHANGE IN OWNER,
SHIP OF ALCOHOLIC BEV,
ERAGE LICENSE
ToWbomltMayConcem:
MAIN ST. CALIFORNIA,
INC. Is (are) applying to the
Department of Alcoholic
. Beverage Control to lell alcoholic beverages at 070 GALLERIA TYLER MALL,
RIVERSIDE, CA 92503 with
"47" • ON SALE GENERAL
EATING PLACE llceme(s)

/-p/VJ.31'J4

ls/Robert L. Deurr
The ntln& or this statement
does not at ltlelf authorize the
UN In this state afa fictitious
business name In vlolatlon at
the rlg•ts at uother under
federal, state, or common law
(eec.14400 et.11eq b&p code)
Statement field with the
County Clerk at Riverside
County on January 3, 1994.
I hereby ca1Jfy that tbls copy
II a correct copy at the original,
statement on nte In my office.
WILLIAM E. CONERLY,
County Clerk
FIie No. 938584

F1CTITIOUS BUSINFSS
/p/V6/13/1Jl/27/!>4
NAME STATEMENT
Tbe following person(s) Is (are) . F1CTITIOUS BUSINESS
doln& buslnas as:
NAME STATEMENT
PORTAL PRODUCTS
The following .,.--(s) Is (are)
6811 Laurelbrook Dr.
doing busln- u:
Riverside, CA 92506
THE JEWEL BOX
3696 Sunnyside Drive,
ROBERT L. DEURR
Riverside, CA 92506
...
6811 Laurelbrook Dr.
Riverside, CA 92506
WILSON PARKS, INC.
Calfornla
CHRISTINE B. DEURR
This business Is·conducted by a
6811 Laurelbrook Dr.
Corporatloa.
Riverside, CA 92506
This registrant commenced to
This buslnea Is conducted by
transact business under the flc•
lndlvlcluals • Husband and
dlJousbuslnessnameornames
Wife.
listed above on July, 1993
1
This rt!llstrant commenced to
Ir/WILSON, PARKS, INC.
transact business under the fie. John R. Parks, President
dtlous business name or names The fllln& this statemeat
listed above on 11°15-!>3.
does not of lbelf authorize the
u,e In this state at a fictitious
bustnea name In vloladon at
the rl&hts at uotber under
federal, state, or common law •
(,ec.14400 et. seq b&p code).
Statement flied with the
County Clerk on January 3,
1994.
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy at the original
statement on flle In my office.
The first swimming school In America opened WILLIAM E. CONERLY,
Co• nty Clerk
in Boston, Mass. In 1827.
File No. 938584
as the newspaper most likely to scribed for the publlcaUon at
ls/J/6/IJ/20/27/!>4
give notice to said defendant
this summons or cltadon and
that said publication be 111ade
declantlon of this malling or
at least once a week for four
at the fact that the address was
succ:esslve weeks.
not ascertained be flied at the
aplradoa of the dme preCHILDCARE
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED
scribed for the publlcatlon,
that a copy of said summons or
DIRECTOR
citation and or said complaint • 12/16/93
Full-time
position at
or petition In this action be
W ANDERSON, JR.
private
facl llty.
forthwith depmlted In the
1/26,27;2/3,10/1994
Bachelor's Degree; 15
United States Post Office, post•
paid, directed to said defen•
sem. (or equiv. qtr
daat, respondent, or dtee If bis
hrs.} In early childaddress Is ascertained before
hood education (3 In
oplntlon of the dme pre•
adm.);
one yr. teachscribed for the publlcadon at
Ing experience. AA
this summons or citation and a
declaration of this malllng or
Achieve $$ lndepen-· Degree with two yrs.
or the fact that the addras was .
exp.
dence
telecomm, no teaching
not ascertained be flied at tlle
Children's
Center
Inventory
or
collecexplradon of the dme pre•
scribed for the publlcalJon.
tlon, min. $40 Invest- Supervisory Permit!

or

$$$$

12/2!>/!>3
Jayn Manull Reihe,
Commissioner
/p/1/20,27;213,10/1994
ORDER FOR PUBLICATION
OF SUMMONS OR CITA•
TION
SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF
RIVERSIDE
RIVERSIDE FAMILY LAW
BRANCH
CASE NUMBER D124843
GREGORY DONN BURCH
vs. MARITSU SAMUELS,
AKA MARITSU PAMALAR,
AKA MARIA PALAMAR
MARIA SAMUELS
Upon reading alld flllng evl•
dence COllsistlng of a dedara•
tlon as provided In Secdon
415.50 CCP by PETITIONER
GREGORY DONN BURCH,
and It satlsfadorlly appearing
therefrom that the defendant,
respondent, or dtee MARITSU
SAMUELS OR AKA 'S cannot
be served with reasonable dlU·
gence In any other maaner
specified In ardcle 3, Chapter
4, Tide 5 ot the Code or ClvU
Procedure, and It also appear•
Ing from the vertned complaint 1
or peUdon that a pod cause of
action exists In this action In
favor at the plalndff, peddon•
er, or cltee tlaereln and against
the defendant, respondent, or
cltee and that the said defe••
dant, respondent, or dtee Is a
necessary and proper party to
the action or that the party to
be served has or claims an
Interest In, real or personal
property In this state that Is
subject to the Jurisdiction at
the Court or the relief demand,
ed In the act.Ion consists wholly
or In part In excluding such
party from any Interest In •ch
property: NOW, on motion at
GREGORY DONN BURCH,
IN PRO PER, Attomey(s) for
the PlalnUff'(s), Petldoner(s) or
coatestant(s), IT IS ORDERED
that the service of said sum•
mons or dtatlon In tbls action
be made upon said defendant,
respondent, or cltee by publl•
cation thereof In BLACK
VOICE a newspaper of geaer.
al clraalatlon published at
RIVERSIDE, Callfornla, hereby designated as the newspaper
most likely to give notice to
said defendant; that said publl•
cation be made al least once ,_
week for four successive weeks.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED
that a copy of said summons or
dtadon and ofsalcl complaint
or petlUon In this action be
forthwith depmlted In the
United States Post Office, post•
paid, directed to said defen•
dant, respondent, or cltee If his
address Is ascertained before
aplraUon of the dme pre-

ment, 909/485-0752, Call PAL Center,
909/887-7002, an EOE'•
L~les
• '<

..
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NOTICE OF TRUSTEE'S SALE
Trustee Sate No. 931378
,;,
Title Order No. 50285·95
Reference No. 0 . ARMSTRONG
~
APN# 271 -040-009·3
,,
YOU ARE IN DEFAULT UNDER A DEED OF TRUST ·:::
DATED 01 /28191
UNLESS YOU TAKE ACTION TO ,,
PROTECT YOUR PROPERTY , IT MAY BE SOLD AT A ·'.
PUBLIC SALE. IF YOU NEED AN EXPLANATION OF•·
THE NATURE OF THE PROCEEDINGS AGAINST ~~
YOU , YOU SHOULD CONTACT A LAWYER.
•
On 02102194 at 10:00 A .M .• Foreclosure Lender Ser- ;
vices, Inc. as the duly appointed Trustee under and pur-"" :
suanl 10 Deed of Trust, Recorded on 05108/91 as Document No. 154041 Book XX Pago xx of Ofllc1a1 Rticords
1n the office of the Recorder of Riverside County, California, e~eculed by: Bonavenlurt: Investments Ltd., a Cali·
forn1a Corporauon, as Trus1or David W . Armstrong and
Julianne Armstrong, T ru5tees of Iha David W . and Julianne M Armstrong L1v1ng Trust, dated June 27, 1990. as
Beneftc1ary.
Will sell a1 public _auction 10 tlle h1yt1est bidder for cash.
(payablu al ume 01 sale 111 lawful montly of the United
States, by cash. a Cashier's check drawn by a state or national bank, a check drawn by a state or federal croo1t
union, or a check drawn by a sidle or federal sav1nys and •
loan assoc1aI1on, savings a:.soc1at1on. or savings bank
specified 111 sec110n 5 102 ol the F1nanc1al Code and au1ho •
rized to do business in ltl1s stale.) At: Main entrance to
the County Counhouse, 4050 Ma111 Streot R1vers1de0 CA
all nghl, litle and interest conveyed 10 and' now hald by ii
under said Deed of Trust in lhe property situated ,n said
County, California descnb111g the laud Uierein:
EXHIBIT "A"
All of the Lots 25B and those port100s of Lots 22 and
22B of Windsor Heights. as shown by M ap on file 1n Book
12 Pages 8, 9, and 10 of Maps, Records of Riverside
County, California, lying Easterly of U1e f0How1ng described
line: Commencing at lhe most Northerly corner of said Lot
22B, said corner also being the moot Nonherly comer of
Parcel 1, as conveyed 10 Alvin J . Nielsen et ux by Deed
r~orded March 5, 1957 lfl Book 2049 Page 516 of Olfl·
c1al Records of R1vers1de County, California; thence South
64 degrees 42'
East, on the N ortherly hen of said Lot
22B, a distance of -5.71 leet thence South 20 oegrees
14' 00" East, 182.08 fool; !hence Soulh 02 degrees 10'
30" East, 270.53 feet; thtlnce South 82 oegrees 42' 45"
East. 6.08 feel; !hence South 16 deyrees 45'
West,
377.04 feet to a po1111111 the Soutller1y line of said Loi 22excepting therefrom thal portion conveyed 10 lhe Metro'.
politan W ater D1s1nct of Southern California 10 Deed re·
corded April 25, 1975 as Instrument No. 47188 of Official
Records of Riverside County, Cal,forrua.
The stroo1 address and other common des1gna110n, ii
any, of the real property described above is purported to
~ - The property heretofore described is being sold • as
1s : Vacant land, Riverside County, CA Direcuons may
be obtained by wnnen request subm1ned to the Beneficiary
w11hen 1O days after lhe first publication of this Notice at
lhe following address: David W . Armstroog and Julianne
Armstrong, Trustees of the David W . and Julianne M .
Arms1rong Living Trust, Clo Foreclosure Lender Services,
Inc., (formerly Foreclosure Networll, 1220 South Atlantic
Blvd., Suite A, Alhambra, CA 91803.
The undersigned T rus1ee disclaims any liability for any
1ncot'rec1ness of the street address arid olher common
designation. if any, shown herein. Sdld sale will be made
but w11ho_
u t covena,1I _or warranty, expressed or implied, re'.
gard1ng 111le, possess10n, or encumbrances. 10 pay the re·
ma1rnog pnnc11)81 sum of lhe nola(s) secured by said DOOd
of Trust, w11h interest !hereon. as provided in said nole(s),
~vances, 1f any, under the terms of ttie Deed of Trust, esumated fees, c harges and expem,es of lhe Trustee arid of
the trusts created by said D eed of Trust, to -wit:
$746,225.60 Estimated. Accrued interest and acJd1lional
advances if any, wdl increase lhis figure pnor 10 sale.
The beneltciary under said Deed of Trust heretofore executed and delivered 10 lhe undersigned a written Declara•
llOn of Default and Demand for Sale, a,ld a wnnen Notice
of Default and Election to Sell. The unders19ned caused
said Notice of De fault and Eloc110r1 to Sed 10 be recorded
in the county where Uie real properly 1s located and more
than three months have .elapsed since such recordatlOO.
Foreclosure Lender Services, Inc., as Trustee, (formerly Foreclosure Network); 1220 S. Auanlle Blvd., Suite
A, Alhambra, CA 91803, Telepll011e Number: (818) 300·
8005, By: Sylvia L. Ramos, Sr T.S.O ., Date: 01 /06/94
ASAPl 13243
1/13, 1/20, 1/27
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::Protecting Yourself An d Your Loved Onesk\!
1

,· Something To Think About:
...There is no thinking person
,_who can stand untouched today
a.round us slowly drifting to
-9ecay, without feeling deep
.-..-.yithin him a silent, unnamed
-dread as he contemplates the
_future ahead . . .But his anxious
.. fears are lessened when he calls
,·,pn God above, for he knows
. bove the storm clouds is the

brightness of God's "Love..."
S.O.P. (Standard Operating
Procedure). Following is a
ponion of the SOP I had in my
gym office when I was in the
service, and my classroom
when I taught school in Perris,
CA and other Air Force
schools."
Read this, it is a good procedure for me and everyone else.

·:Save Our Best
/Natural Resource

...

ble) 8. If you
1. If you open
·
more it, put it
it, close it! 2.
If you turn it on,
back where you
removed it from!
tum if off!. 3.
If you unlock it,
9. If it belongs to
someone else, get
lock it! 4. If
you break it,
permission to use
repair it! or call
it! 10. If you
someone who
don't know how
to operate it,
can! 5. If you
borrow it, return
leave it alone and
it! 6. If you
get someone to
operate it for you.
use it, take good
11. If it doesn't
care of it! 7· If Charles Ledbetter
concern
you,
you make a
mess, clean it up! (be responsileave it alone! Here are a few:

have added since retiring. If
you don't want to be hurt, don't
attempt to hurt others! If you
don't like people lying to you,
don't listen and do not lie to
them. If you want to be
respected, be respectful. If you
are interested in helping others,
start with those closest to you
(the family). If you want love
be loveable.
The freedom of speech is
wonderful as long as it is
extended to everyone. If we
want to maintain the ideology
of the Freedom of Speech, this

will remain a free country. .
Together, we can!
·
"Life is a highway on which
the years go by. . . Sometimes:
the road is level. . . sometimes
the hills are high. . . But as we '
travel onward to a future th~t•~
unknown we can make eat h
mile we travel a heavenly step:
ping stone!" Hel en Stei11er
Rice
Protect yourself and your , : :
family, second hand smolce :: :
make you sick and kills! .
.,,~ · '. ;

.....

Therefore most Somali women
continue this practice, even
;
through the cruelty they know
·T h e gift of life can somethey must endure.
;times be forgotten, when
Sexual freedom is not neces·' ,
we look at our social ills,
sarily a freedom when it
• ·t hen declare hopelessness.
becomes a financial burden to
Therefore the legacy we choose
society. Consider all unwed
for generations to follow is
teen pregnancies, abortions,
exceptionally important, even
sexually transmitted diseases,
·ihough we may not realize our
aids, divorces, single parents,
' actions in our own time. This
all costing tax payers billions of
current generation can not be
dollars. Then billions more are
'content with the condition of
spent on comprehensive sex
·sexual freedom and the
education, Aids education, and
extremes. We have had to
now
condom advertisements, \.
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Standard size. Assorted patterns
and colors. While stocks last
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Jumbo 20•x2e• size.
Generous fill. With quilted ticking.
While stocks last
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Now is the time to stock upl
Sizes 50 to 500 ct Regular, Natural
Chewable, or lime-Release.
REG. 3.29 TO 12.49
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•REUNIO NS• CONVENTIONS• PRIVATE PARTIES•
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BIG BAND • JAZZ : OLDIES • COUNTRY
O V[ R 6 YEARS EXPERIENCE

COMPLETE SOUND & LICHT SHOW

FOR MORE INFORMATION. CAl.l. CURTIS HAWKINS
(909) 424-5025 PAGER
(909) 873-7903
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FORYOUR CONVENIENCE, MOST STORES NOW
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~ .. AU Thrifty Vitamin C
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Jumbo
Bed Pillows
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